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PREFACE

The author is a Judge Advocate , Captain , United States
Air Force , currently assigned to the Air Force Systems
Command Plant Representative Office , Hughes Aircraft Corpora-

- tion , Los Angeles , California. The views expressed herein
• are solely those of the author and do not purport to reflect
- 

the position of the Department of the Air Force , Department
of Defense , or any other agency of the United States Govern-

• ment.
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INTRODUCTION

In the everyday world of private commercial contracts

for supplies and construction, the buyer generally does not

have the right to insure contract compliance by comprehensive

inspection and testing during contract performance .1 The

commercial buyer’s main protection against defective work is

a continuing right after acceptance to utilize basic common

- law remedies for breach of contract or remedies that may be
• available under the Uniform Commercial Code.2

In the world of Government contracts for suppli es and

construction ~Jiowe.veri~~he method of insuring contract

performance and protecting the buyer is ~ra4 a41~? differentL:
-. ~~~~~~ ( i ) VY ~ (T.~’TC4’~~ ~.~~~crt r ~~

~ It is~~~ie-pol-icy- of- the
0Government~to obtain these objectives

• by establishing a specific contractual right to conduct or

• require intensive and comprehensive inspection and testing

- 

during the entire life of the contract. This policy is

reflected in the standard Inspection clauses for fixed—price

supply and construction contracts.3 Under these clauses ,
• - the Government has the right to conduct any reasonable

/ inspection, at any time and place , prior to acceptance.4

1n exchange for this broad right of inspection , the Govern-

L ment has given up almost all non-warranty rights and

remedies for defective work discovered after acceptance. —,
~ -I 
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The Government/has 1 however , retained the right to seek

redress for latent defects , or defects the acceptance of

which were induced by fraud or gross mistakes amounting

to fraud .-~ The retention of these particular rights is

intended to protect the Government against the type of

defect that cannot ordinarily be discovered by exercise

of the Government ’ s comprehensive inspection rights. The

standard Inspection clauses therefore generally provide

that acceptance shall be f inal  and conclusive except for

latent de fects , fraud , or gross mistakes amounting to

fraud .5

7 The stated exceptions to f inal i ty of acceptance have

been a continuous source of controversy between the Govern-

ment and its contractors. Phe—pu,rpose --.of)this thesis is—~-

‘td examinecthe nature and meaning of latent defects , fraud ,

and gross mistakes amounting to fraud in fixed-price supply

and construction contracts as established by the numerous

decisions of boards and courts,, It is also the purpose of
- 

~~~~~ 
%~ C 15  

—

this thesis~ to determine if these exceptions to finality

have been an effective tool for the Government.~~~~i~~~~er One

will therefore be devoted to a discussion of latent defects ,

and Chapter Two will closely examine fraud and gross mistakes

amounting to fraud . Chapter Three will provide an overview

of the most frequently utilized remedies when the exceptions

to f ina l i ty  are invoked . Chapter Four will discuss recent

proposed changes to the standard Inspection clause for supply

i t
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contracts which could radically alter the exceptions to

finali ty provisions.

It is to be noted that defects which are covered by

a warranty provision are also an exception to the finality

of acceptance , but a discussion of such warranties is

considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis. It should

also be noted that a reference in this thesis to the

standard Inspection clauses is intended to refer to the

standard Inspection clauses of fixed—price supply and con—

struction contracts as contained in Standard Form 32 and

Standard Form 23—A. A copy of these standard forms is

contained in the Appendix.

I -
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FOOTNOTES

1. Cibinic, The Government Non—Judicial Remedies
for Breach of Contract: A Comparison of the Inspection
and Default Clauses With the UCC, 34 George Washington
Law Review 719 (1966) .

2. Id.

3. Standard Form 32, Clause 5(a); Standard Form 23A ,
Clause 10(a).

4. Id.

5. Standard Form 32, Clause 5(d); Standard Form
23A, Clause 10(f).



L.APTE R ONE

LATENT DEFECTS

Post-acceptance liability for latent defects has

been one of the most active areas of litigation under the

standard Inspection clauses of fixed—price supply and

construction contracts. Frequent controversy is partly

explained by a large degree of subjective interpretation

which is necessary under the latent defect definition of

various contract appeal boards , and as a result of the

heavy burden of proof that is placed upon the Government.

The most widely accepted definition of a latent defect is

a defect that exists at the time of acceptance and is not

discoverable by a reasonable inspection.1 In order to

satisfy this definition , the Government must prove2 by

the preponderance of the evidence3 that a defec t in fact

existed at the time of acceptance ,4 that the defect caused

the failure ,5 and that a reasonable inspection would not

have disclosed the defect.6

Proving the Existence of A Defect

The Government must initially prove that at the time

of acceptance a defect existed within the meaning of a

defect as established by the standard Inspection cla ..ises.

5

r 
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These clauses establish a defect as a failure of material

or workmanship in relation to the contract specifications.7

A defect may exist for example as a result of design, but

if the specifications are basically of the performance type

and do not alert the contractor to operational design

characteristics , there is not a defect within the meaning

of the Inspection clause . The Armed Services Board stressed

this point, and that a defect has a unique meaning under the

Inspection clause, in Marmon-Herrington Inc.8 In conclud ing

that the failure of a compressor to operate over rough

terrain was not a defect under the Inspection clause, the

board generalized that the failure of material or workm~n—

ship must relate to the specifications , and a defect in

design was not a defect related to a performance specifica-

tion.

The Existence of a Defect Cannot Be Proven

by Inference or Unsupported Theory

A defect in material or workmanship must be established

by direct evidence and will not be inferred merely from

failure of a structure or product during use. In R.E. Lee

Electric Co.,9 the Government offered expert testimony to

the effect that the failure of a number of air conditioners

could have been caused by a leaky seal which would have been

a latent defect , and argued that the failure established the

defect under the theory of res ipsa loquitur. The board

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —
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concluded that because there was testimony of several

possible causes , “no inference or presumption of defective

materials and workmanship arises merely from the failure

of the equipment.”1° Similarly in Trio-Tech Inc. ,]l the

Government relied on a continuous record of malfunctions

and calls for repair to establish a defect in centrifuges

furnished by the contractor. The board ruled that the

circumstances of repeated breakdown and repair were not per

se proof of a latent defect in consideration of evidence of

other possible causes.12

The existence of a defect will also not be inferred

merely from the introduction of possible expert theories.

In Bromfield Corp. ,13 for example, only theories were

presented as to the cause of the peeling of paint which the

contractor applied to a ship’s hull. The Government asserted

that the contractor had used poor workmanship in not allowing

the paint to cure, and the contractor asserted that chemicals

used to contain a nearby oil slick affected the paint. The

Armed Services Board concluded that the Government failed in

carrying its burden of proof since “The Government is relying

too much on plausible inference and too li ttle on hard

evidence •

The Defect Must Have Existed

at the Time of Acceptance

It is also necessary for the Government to establish
15

that the latent defect existed at the time of acceptance

~~~~
_
~~
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and was not caused by events after acceptance.16 The time

of acceptance criteria arises from the standard Inspection

clause establishment of the latent defect exception to

finality and conclusiveness at the time of acceptance.17

The existence of the defect at the time of acceptance is

often difficult to prove but can be supported by the

surrounding circumstances of acceptance and testing, or

by the nature of the item supplied . In Triple A Machine

Shop, Inc. ~~~~~~~ for example , the Government contracted for

repair of remote operating devices and aircraft fueling

stations. The machinery was reasonably tested for one and

one—half hours at the contractor ’s plant and operated

satisfactorily . Immediately upon first operation at the

Government ’s shipyard, defects were found to exist. The

board concluded that “The only running of the machines

took place at the contractor ’s plant and , therefore , the

defects, by their nature had to have been in the machines

when they were returned to the shipyard ,”19 and finally

accepted. The unlikelihood of change in a particular

product or structure following acceptance can also be

utilized to establish a defects existence at the time of

acceptance. The nature of the item or structure can

demonstrate the unlikelihood of change. For example, a

defect following acceptance was discovered in Gale Machine

& Tool Co. ,20 during performance of a contract for a supply

of tapered conical steel pins. The pins produced had too
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great a taper and were thus unsuitable for use. In reaching

a conclusion that the defect existed at the time of accept-

ance , the board stated that:

Furthermore , since the suppli es found to be non-
conforming after inspection and acceptance were
conical steel tapered pins of a cadmium plated
f in i sh, they are almost wholly impervious to change
through environmental influences and are of a
material and character whereby they would not be
affected through abusive handling in shipment ,
storage, or use.2~-

In order to counter the Government’s evidence , the

contractor will attempt to demonstrate that events following

acceptance are an equally plausible explanation for the

subject failure or lack of conformance to the contract. Such

a demonstration of alternate post—acceptance causes usually

includes evidence of improper Government use,22 or failure

of the Government to properly protect the goods or structure

or perform maintenance.23

Proving That The Defect Caused the Failure

Having proven that a defect exists within the meaning

of the Inspection clause, the next step for the Government

in establishing a latent defect is to prove by the preponder-

ance of the evidence that a causal connection exists between

the defect and failure of the item or structure. The Govern— -

ment may therefore be able to establish a latent defect but

not be able to connect such def ect with the claimed resulting

failure. Just such a lack of proof of a causal connection

prevented the Gove rnment from es t abli sh ing  the post—acceptance

•- -.-
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liability of the contractor in Jo-Bar Manufacturing Corp.
24

The engines which the Government purchased under the contract

in this case failed following acceptance due to oil seepage

from cylinder assemblies. Although the Government was able

to establish that the cylinder assembly walls were too

porous and was a latent condition, the Government was unable

to prove by the preponderance of the evidence that the

porous cylinder walls caused oil seepage and subsequent

engine failure. Similarly , in Tullar Power Construction,

the Government was able to establish, following the

failure of a power transformer , that art insulating block

installed by the contractor was contrary to the contract

specifications but was unable to prove the causal connection

between the defect and the failure. The board summarized

its conclusions in a statement that “The Government has

proven a manufacturing deviation from the . . . specifications,
but not a defect in relation to the transformer failure.”26

A Causal Connection Cannot Be Proven by

Inference or Unsupported Theory

As with establishing the defects existence , inferring

causation from equipment failure will not sustain the Govern-

ment’s burden of proof.27 The re ipsa loguitur approach,

however, has been attempted as demonstrated in Datamark, Inc.28

Following the failure of a computer, the Government was able

to establish that part of the printer had been miswired.

Unable to show by direct evidence that a causal connection

• -—.— - 
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existed between the miswiring and the computer failure ,

the Government relied on a res ipsa loquitur approach

since no other cause of the damage was shown. In denying

the Government’s latent defect claim, the board stressed

that relying on such an approach was contrary to a clear

line of authority that proximate causation must be clearly

demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence.29 The

Department of Transportation Board , however, appears to

disagree with the weight of authority and has inferred a

causal connection from mere failure without direct supportive

evidence. In Ahern Painting Contractors, Inc. ,30 the

Transportation Board examined the performance of a contract

which concerned the painting of certain buildings. Follow-

ing completion, the paint began to peel extensively .

Although the Government 
- introduced evidence that the con-

tractor failed to use an oil primer, painted when the weather

was too cold, and used non—specification paint, the board

stated that it was impossible to identify the specific cause

of the peeling, since neither of the parties presented

expert evidence establishing any connection between the

suggested causes and the peeling paint. Nevertheless , the

board ruled that since no other causes were suggested, the

preponderance of the evidence supported a conclusion of

defective materials and workmanship.31 Although this holding

could be interpreted to stand for the proposition that the

Government may be able to establish causation by inference

I..
_  _ _ _ _ _
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in the absence of direct contractor evidence of alternative

causes , it probably is reconcilable with the general rule

when the unusual fac ts are considered. The defects were

multiple , gross deviations from the contract specifications

and a type which common sense would recognize as a very

likely cause of peeling. In the face of silence from the

contractor , the board reached the appropriate conclusion,

but the holding should only be considered an unusual

exception to the general rule.

Proof of a casual connection between the def ect and

the item’s failure must also be based on more than

unsupported theory or assumptions. In Richard F. Greenhau~h , 32

for example, the Government theorized that a crack in the

concrete lining of a ditch could have been caused by the

contractor ’s failure to pour the concrete to the proper

thickness. The contractor ’s ability to hypothesize that

cracking could have resulted from failur e of design or

nature of the soil, easily defeated the Government’s

unsupported theory of causation. In an almost identical

case, the General Services Board concluded that the mere

assumption by the Government that cracks in plastic chairs

must be caused by improper thickness, was not sufficient

proof for the Government to sustain its burden.33

A Causal Connection Need Not Be Proven

To an Absolute Certainty

While the above discussed cases make it clear that the
— •

a -.

-— ___-__._ 
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Government may not rely alone on inference or unsupported

theory to establish proof of a causal connection between the

claimed latent defect and the item’s fai lure, there is no

need of proof to an absolute certainty. If the claimed

latent defec t can be shown by direct evidence to be the

“most probable cause” of the item’s failure , then the Govern—

ment will sustain its burden. In Jefferson Construction Co.,34

for example , a case involving proof of a similar causal

connection under a guaranty claim, the Government asserted

that irregular insulation around a buried electric cable

caused it to break. In commenting on the Government’s burden

of proof the Armed Services Board held:

In order to sustain the burden of proof the Government
is not required to prove an absolutely positive connec-
tion between the cable breaks and defective materials
and workmanship or to prove that the breaks could
not possibly have resulted from any other cause. It
is sufficient that it is established by a preponderance
of the evidence that defective material and workman-
ship is the most probable cause of the cable failures
when considered with reference to other possible
causes.

The same theory was restated in a different manner in Jo—Bar

Manufacturing Corp.36 In concluding that the failure in

question could have been caused by either a latent or patent

defect , the board concluded that the “Government is not free

to pursue the latent defect theory until it has effectively

discredited the patent defect as the primary cause.”37

Relationship of the Latent Defect Caused

In jury to the Total Injury Su f f e r ed

Even if the claimed latent defect is established as the

I
--- - - _ - ~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~ —— ~~~~~~ - —

— - - -  __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —1_- _.... -.-~ 
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most probable or primary cause of a failure , it is still

incumbent upon the Government to demonstrate the relation-

ship of the injury caused by the latent defect to the total

injury suffered. The Court of Claims f irst  clearly

established this requirement in Roberts v. United States &

The Great American Insurance Co.38 After demonstrating that

cracks in a roadway were primarily caused by certain defects

which could only be ascertained by the passage of time and

were considered latent, the Government was unable to establish

the proration of cost attributable to the latent defect and

to other non-latent defects. In deciding that the latent

defect claim must fail , the court concluded that the Govern-

ment had to establish the fundamental facts of liability,

causation and resultant injury , and that the Government had

f ailed to establish a proration of replacement cost caused

by latent defects, patent defects, and Government design.39

In a similar case concerning a paving contract , the Armed - 

-

Services Board also reached the same conclusion, citing

Roberts and stating that “the Government has given no basis

for how much repair or reconstruction was attributed to the

claimed (latent) defects as distinguished from the Govern-

ment’s faulty design.”4° The Agriculture Board of Contract

Appeals41 and the Department of Transportation Board of

Contract Appeals42 have reached similar conclusions. The

causal connection must therefore clearly be established in

relationship to the claimed injury .

- 
— - — 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
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The Shif t ing Burden of Proof

Althoug h it is clear from tne above discussion that

the Government has a heavy burden of proof in establishing

by the preponderance of evidence that a defect existed at

the time of acceptance and was the cause of the failure or

damage, it should not be concluded that the burden of proof

does not shift to the contractor during the trial of a

contract dispute. If the Government can initially establish

a-prima facie case and overcome the initial risk of non-

persuasion, the duty of going forward with the evidence will

shift to the contractor. For example, in Admiral Corp.43

the Government asserted by direct evidence that failure of

the supplied equipment was due to defective parts ; while

the contractor only asserted unsubstantiated causes. The

board pointed out the shifting burden by concluding that

should the Government’s evidence be sufficient to establish

a prima facie case , the “burden shifts to the appellant

imposing upon it a duty to come forward with proof that

such defects did not exist. . . .“~~~~~ If the Government has

introduced sufficient evidence on causation, the contractor

must establish an equally probable cause or the Government

may carry its burden of establishing the “most probable

cause” by default. The contractor cannot meet his burden

therefore by merely suggesting like causes; he must present

evidence as equally as strong as the Government if the prima

facie case is established . The board in Jefferson Construc—

_ _  
- - - - -- •
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tion Co., previously cited ,45 specifically pointed out

that the contractor ’s conclusion that his job was s imply

to show that a failure could have happened due to many other

things than causes stated by the Government , was not a correct

statement of the burden of proof.46 The stronger the

Government’s evidence that a defect caused the failure, the

stronger the contractor ’s evidence must be to eliminate a

preponderance in favor of the Government. If a prima facie

case is weak , however, the contractor may sustain his

burden of going forward by merely asserting a theory

unsupported by direct evidence.

Not Discoverable by A Reasonable Inspection

If the Government has been successful in establishing

that a defect for which the contractor is responsible for

under the Inspection clause existed at the time of acceptance ,

and that such a defect caused the failure or condition in

question , the Government must also prove by the preponderance

of evidence that unique element of latency which requires

proof that such a defect was not discoverable by a reasonable

inspection.47 In order to carry this burden , the Government

must demonstrate how its inspections were conducted , how

such an inspection would normally be accomplished, and why

a reasonable inspection would not have disclosed the defect.48

The boards and courts have taken a broad view of what is

reasonable and have placed a heavy burden on the Government - -

as their conclusions of reasonableness have varied depending
a.

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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on the nature of the particular product under the circum-

stances of the particular procurement.49

A Visual Inspection Is Reasonable

If a defect which is claimed to be latent can easily

and practically be discovered by an ordinary examination

such as a visual inspection, such an examination will be

considered a reasonable inspection. The failure therefore

to conduct the visual inspection, or to discover the defect

through such an inspection , will defeat the latent defect

claim. In Royson Engineering Co.,5° for example, the

Government asserted that the use of .30 carbon steel instead

of .40 carbon steel on the end fittings of missile bands was

a latent defect. The use of .30 carbon steel, however, was

clearly stamped on each end fitting. The Armed Services

Board concluded that the defect was not latent since it could

easily have been ascertained without undue effort by a

visual inspection which was a reasonable method of discover-

ing the use of non-specification material. A year later , the

Armed Services Board, in Dale Ingram, Inc., 51 again had

the opportunity to examine a dispute where the Government

tried to assert the existence of a latent defect which a

practical visual test would have revealed. The contract in

Dale Ingram concerned the building of military housing and

required the use of five-ply mahogany plywood for roofing

material. Following acceptance , the Government discovered

that various types of wood were used instead of all mahogany

.I
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In denying the Government’s claim, the Armed Services Board

stressed that expert testimony established the ease of

detection by visual means , and that the failure to utilize

such an examination was a failure to conduct a reasonable

examination which destroyed any element of latency. The

Court of Claims has also clearly established that the

ability to visually discover a defect is a reasonable

inspection within the latent defect criteria. In considering

a dispute concerning a paving contract, the court reasoned

that the unevenness and roughness of the pavement was not a

latent defect since a reasonable inspection included a visual

inspection that would have easily revealed such ‘~preceptible
52flaws .”

The conclusion , however , that a visual examination is

generally held to be a reasonable inspection does not mean

that the defect must be hidden or not capable of being seen

in order to be considered latent. For reasons not justified

in the opinions , however, various board decisions have

confused the issue by using such phrases as “hidden from

sight” or “having an inherent hidden nature” in discussing

a latent defect. In Milton Machine Corp.53 for example,

the Armed Services Board stated that the “Government must

establish the existence of the defect, and its inherent

hidden nature.”54 The exact same language was utilized by

the Veterans Administration Board in Trio-Tech, Inc.55 The

Armed Services Board has also stated in several opinions

-- - - -~~~~~~--~ 
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that a latent defect is a defect that is hidden from knowledge

as well as from sight.56 It was the Armed Services Board,

however , in 1957 in the case of F.W. Lang Co.57 that first

clearly established the most widely accepted late-nt defect

definition which only refers to a defect which is not

discoverable by reasonable inspection. Subsequent to those

decisions that have included a reference to hidden from

sight, or inherent hidden nature, the Armed Services Board

has continued to use the standard definition.58 The use of

such language adds nothing to an effort to determine the

existence of a latent defect and confuses the true issue of - -

reasonableness. In fact, an examination of the opinions

which included a requirement that the defect be hidden - reveals

that the real inquiry was whether a reasonable inspection

included an easily applied visual examination. Since the

defects could be seen or were not hidden , a visual examina-

tion was considered reasonable. Although the failure of

the Government to demonstrate that the defect could not be

detected by sight may have influenced a decision as to

whether or not a visual inspection was reasonable under the

circumstances , it did not resolve the ultimate issue of

whether or not the defect could be discovered by ~~~ reasonable

inspection. —

A defect may be out in the open, but still not be

detectable by a reasonable examination. In Kaminer Construc—

• 
. tion Corp. v. United States,59 for instance , the Court of —

I  
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Claims was faced with a latent defect claim concerning

sixteen undersized bolts in a tower containing 11, 967 bolts .

The fai lure of these sixteen bolts resulted in the tower ’s

collapse. The bolts were not hidden from sight and were

clearly out in the open. In a well reasoned opinion , the

court rejected the contractor’s argument that the undersized

bolts were not hidden from sight60 and , uti l izing only the

— criteria of whether or not a reasonable inspection would

• have revealed the bolts , concluded that it was not reasonable

to require an inspector to examine 11,967 bolts to determine

specification conformance . The court clearly recognized

the ultimate issue and was not persuaded by the fact that

the defect was not hidden from sight.

The hidden-from-sight criteria is ambiguous and has

been often misinteroreted. No matter how the boards are

utilizing hidden f rom sight, the traditional examination of

whether or not the defect is discoverable by a reasonable

inspection includes any consideration that the hidden—from—

sight criteria might invoke and is more adaptable to the

circumstances of each procurement.

Inspection by Measurement Is Reasonable

- 
Defects in construction or supplies which are dimen—

- 
s ional are generally not considered latent since simple

• - measurement will usually reveal dimensional defects and thus

are considered to be discoverable by an ordinary reasonable
- test. In a very early decision concerning latent defects,

4 

.‘ - -.~L•U~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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dimensional irregularities in torque tube—drive assemblies

were considered not to be latent since the defects could

easily have been found by measurement. 61 When the Govern-

ment failed to measure the depth of working joints during

the pavement of a runway , the fact that such measurement

by use of a knife , pencil , or ruler , could easily have

revealed an improper depth, defeated the Government’s latent

defect claim.62 The Armed Services Board affirmed the view

that dimensional defects are not considered to be latent in

Platt Manufacturing Co.63 After summarizing the facts, the

board concluded that “the defects . . . here involved were
basically dimensional in character. We have held on several

occasions that this type of defect is not latent for it is

easily discoverable by reasonable test, i.e., measurement.”64

As with all questions of reasonableness, however , the

circumstances surrounding the procurement and the nature of

the particular product or construction can alter the con—

clusion that-measurement is a reasonable inspection. In

Cross Aero Corp. ,65 for example, an important element in

the board’s conclusion that dimensional defects in knuckle

pins used to overhaul aircraft engines were not latent, was

the fact that there were only a small number to be measured .

A clear indication was given that large numbers would make

measurement unreasonable. This was of course the exact

situation faced by the Court of Claims in Kaminer, previously

discussed. Although the undersized bolts could have been

_________________________________ -~~~~
-
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discovered by measurement, the Government may have had to

measure all 11,967 bolts to find the sixteen bolts that

were defective. The court reasoned that this was not a

reasonable inspection since -no special circumstances

indicated the need for such extensive testing . As the

court was to later state , “The Government is not required to

inspect every routine task~ 67 under the Inspection clause.

Clearly, practical considerations have a strong influence

in the search for reasonableness.

Tests and Inspections in the

Contract are Reasonable

A reasonable inspection almost always includes specific

tests or inspections called for by the terms of the contract.

In a few cases , such as Tecan-Green—Winston, Inc. ,69 fa ilure
of the contractor to properly prepare or allow for contract-

designated tests has prevented such tests from being -

considered reasonable. In general , however, the rule

established early by Gordon H. Ball Inc. ~~~~~~~ that contract

provisions for inspection are guidelines of reasonableness ,

is applicable in appropriate latent defect cases. In

considering a latent defect claim for defective welds which

were detectable by contractually designated X-ray examinations

which the Government did not use, the board in Gordon H. Ball

reasoned that “Latent defects are those not discoverable by

a reasonable inspection and obviously a defect detectable

by the kind of inspection specified by the contract is not

~ 
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latent.”71 The holding of Gordon H. Ball has been con-

sistently followed72 and has even been incorporated into

the definition of latent defect on two occasions by the

Armed Services Board. In Cross Aero Cor~ .
73 and Herley

Industries, Inc. ,~~~~~~ a latent defect was defined as a defect

not discoverable by the exercise of reasonable care or by

a test specified in the contract.

Reasonableness and the Surrounding

Circumstances of the Procurement

If a defect cannot be discovered by a test specified

in the contract, and cannot easily be discovered by

measurement or visual examination , answering the question of

what constitutes a reasonable inspection becomes much more

a direct function of a subjective analysis o~ the surrounding

circumstances of the procurement.

The background of the varied procurements is one aspect

of the surrounding circumstances that can have a direct effect

on establishing the type and extent of inspection that will

be considered reasonable. The experience or inexperience of

the contractor , for example , can have a significant bearing

on the reasonable inspection issue. In Triple A. Machine

Shop, Inc. ,~~~~ the Government claimed a latent detect which

was not discovered prior to acceptance during a one hour a

day inspection of work in progress. Although the contractor

argued tha t this  l imi ted inspection was unreason able and a

more thorough exam ination would have d iscovered the defect , 

~~~~~~~~~~-— - - - - - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the Government was successful in establishing that minimum

inspection was reasonable when contracting for work that was

not difficult for such an experienced contractor. The

inexperience of the contractor, however, was partly utilized

— to reach the opposite conclusion in T.M. Industries.76 The

dispute in T.M. Industries concerned a claim for latent

defects in tractors that were built to specifications geared

to a standard commercial product. Knowing that a contract

for a standard commercial product generally included limited

inspection, and that the experience level of the contractor

was unclear , the Government failed to include first article

testing requirements. The board concluded that considering

the particular circumstances involved, a reasonable inspec-

tion should have included first article testing or rigid

and thorough testing of actual completed production units.

The inclusion of detail specifications requiring

particular materials, components, and tolerances has also

been viewed as being one aspect of the surrounding circum-

stances that affects  the determination of reasonableness .

Although stated in somewhat over-broad terms, the Armed

Services Board has reasoned in Hercules Engineering &

• - Manufacturing Co.77 that when specifications detail tolerances,

a reasonable inspection should include a test which would

discover those defects deemed sufficient for rejection.

Similarly in Geranco Manufacturing ~orp.,~~
8 a reasonable

inspection was deemed to include tests that would determine

a—
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if the product met the extensive requirements of detailed

material and component specifications which the Government

required.

The custom and practice of a particular industry in

testing and inspection has been one of the basic surrounding

circumstances which affect a reasonable inspection determina-

tion. In F.W. Lang Co.,79 where after final inspection and

acceptance of refrigerators a defect in a strainer system

was subsequently detected by the Government through X-ray ,

it was held that the defect was latent since this type of

defect ordinarily could not be discovered by normal testing

procedures conducted by the refrigeration industry. It was

found to be neither customary nor economically feasible to

• - make X-rays of all parts of the refrigerators which would

have been necessary to discover the defect. Citing Lang as

authority , the board in Harrington & Richardson, Inc.80 held

that the use of the wrong type of steel was a latent defect

since the use of such steel could only be found by complicated

chemical analysis not customarily accomplished under the

circumstances. Similarly, in Dale Ingram, Inc.8~ the con-

tractor defeated the Government’s latent defect claim by

showing that the Government conducted a test which was custom— -

ary in the industry and failed to find the defect.

Even though a test may not be used by custom or

practice , the availabili ty and ease of application of a

particular test is one of the surrounding circumstances

that can affect a determination of reasonableness. In

________________________ 
•~-‘ ~ 4~~~~~~~~ - •  ~~~~~~~ • - - -.-
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Herley Industries, Inc. ,
82 

the Armed Services Board denied

a claim for a latent defect when the contractor proved that

a particular chemical test was easily available and in fact

was used to discover the defect after acceptance . The

decision stands for the well accepted proposition that a

defect will not be considered latent if discovered by an

ordinarily available test.

Contractors , however , have cited the decision in

Herley for the entirely different proposition that a test

should be considered reasonable if ultimately utilized to

discover a defect after acceptance. Although the con-

clusion was reached in the decision that an ordinarily

— available test conducted after acceptance was the type of

test - that should have been accomplished during performance ,

• the board did not state that post-acceptance testings should

be looked to as a general guideline of reasonableness. Even
- 

though the validity of assessing reasonableness from a post—

acceptance test has not been subsequently clarified, the

same board in Milton Machine Corp.83 indirectly indicated

1. that post-acceptance testing was irrelevant in determining

- reasonableness. During performance of the contract

considered in Milton Machine Corp., the Government conducted

specified visual and penetrant tests of numerous welded

joints with no signs of defects. Following acceptance,

however, a more stringent vibration test produced failure

of the welds , and an ultrasonic test was accomplished which

I
r~ ~~~~
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revealed the latent defect as the cause. In reaching a

conclusion that a latent defect was established by the

post—acceptance test, it was held that the nature of such a

test was irrelevant in determining whether the contractor’s

failure to comply with the specification caused the latent

defect. The fact that the post-acceptance test was more

stringent had no effect on the establishment of the latent—

defect claim. Similarly , in Royson Engineering Co.,84 the

4 - Navy discovered a defect af ter acceptance through extensive

testing not specified in the contract. It was concluded

that the test went far beyond what was reasonable and it

was not used as a standard for pre—acceptance inspection.

The determination of what constitutes a reasonable inspec-

tion is a question of what should have been done prior to

acceptance, not a function of actual practice af ter

acceptance. The basis of the decision in Herly was the

existence of an ordinarily available test prior to

acceptance and not the fact that such a test was conducted

after acceptance.

Reasonableness and Contractor

Responsibility for Inspection

Contractually designated responsibili ty for inspection

has also had a significant impact on the determination of

what constitutes a reasonable inspection. The more

responsibili ty placed on the contractor , the easier it is

for the Government to demonstrate that a defect was not

_ _  
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discoverable by a reasonable inspection. The general

policy of the Government has reflected a view that the

responsibili ty for inspection and testing should be shared

by the contractor as an essential part of his overall

responsibility to càntrol product quality and to only offer

for acceptance those supplies or services that meet the

contract requirements.85 Under the Quality Assurance

provisions of ASPR 14—302, 14—303, and 14—304, most fixed—

price supply and construction contracts over $10,000 must

include a requirement that the contractor maintain an

adequate inspection system acceptable to the Government .

This requirement for supply contracts is reflected in

ASPR 7-103.5(e)- and Section 5(e) of Standard Form 32. For

construction contracts , a similar provision is required by

ASPR 7—602.10(a) and is added to Standard Form 23A, Section

10. In addition , the Quality Assurance provisions of ASPR

Section XIV also require that fixed-price supply contracts,

and most construction contracts , contain a provision that

• obligates the contractor to perform such inspections as

necessary to insure contract compliance. The Responsibility

for Inspections clause of ASPR 7—103.24 provides such a

requirement for supply contracts, and the Contractor

Inspection System clause of ASPR 7-602.10 incorporates

similar language for construction contracts. In accordance

with these clauses, the contractor may be required to

certify that the product he is supplying , or structure he

_ _ _ _ _  _______ _ _ _
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is buildin g, complies with the contract requirements. The

Federal Procurement Regulations similarly provide in

Part 1—14 for quality assurance provisions that affect

responsibili ty for inspection, but such provisions are

considerably less detailed and comprehensive than those

provided in the Armed Services Procurement Regulations.86

Certificates of compliance issued under the clauses

described above may enable the Government to successfully

establish that a defect which is effected by such a

certificate is a latent defect, even though discoverable by

a reasonable inspection . In Harrington & Richardson, Inc.87

the contractor certified that certain steel was in conformance

with the contract specifications which could have been

verified through chemical analysis. Following acceptance ,

testing by the Government indicated that the wrong type of

steel had been used. Even though a reasonable test was

available, the defect was considered latent since “the

existence of the contractually specified procedure reauiring

use of a certificate of compliance tends to negate an
• 88

understanding that such a defect is patent.” The fact

that the Government has the right to inspect in no way

affects its right to rely on a certificate of compliance.

The Inspection clause does not impose a duty on the Govern-

ment and is solely for its benefit. Even though a more

thorough exercise of its inspection rights may reveal a

particular defect , this fact does not relieve the contractor

- 
- - —
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of its responsibilities under a contractually provided

certification of compliance.89

Even if a certificate of compliance is not required ,

the Responsibility for Inspection clause or the Contractor

Inspection System clause alone can significantly affect a

determination of what constituted a reasonable inspeátion

by placing the inspection responsibility on the contractor.

The Armed Services Board first indicated this relationship

in the 1958 decision of Polan Industries, Inc.90 It was

held that the contractor was obligated to make certain

tests in terms of custom and usage of the industry. Having

refused to do so , the contractor was not allowed to success-

fully argue against the existence of a latent defect which

such tests might have disclosed. Subsequently , the Armed

Services Board in Irving Air Chute Co.9’ considered a latent

defect claim pertaining to a contract which specifically

included a contractor Responsibility for Inspection clause

within a military specification. The board reasoned that

the quality control requirements placed on the contractor

the responsibility for quality control sufficient to assure

that production met contractual quality standards. Although

it was physically possible for the Government inspectors to

examine the product at certain stages of production , in

li ght of the contractor ’s responsibility it was not considered

reasonable to require the Government to do so.

The question remained , however, as to what would be

E~~~~~~~2~~- --— - -- --
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considered a reasonable inspection for the Government to

conduct when the basic responsibili ty is placed on the con-

tractor. The Court of Claims concluded in Kaminer Construc-

tion Corp. v. United States92 that a reasonable inspection

only include s that which is necessary to discover an obvious

error. The contract in Kaminer contained the Contractor

Inspection System clause for construction contracts as

contained in ASPR 7—602.10. Under this provision , the

contractor had the primary duty to perform such inspections

as were necessary to assure that work performed was in

accordance with contract requirements. Considering this

placement of responsibility,  the board concluded that “only

the failure of the Government to discover an obvious error

in construction would have relieved plaintiff of its

responsibility to insure that the tower and derricks were

properly constructed.”93 Sixteen defective bolts in a

11,967 bolt structure was considered “hardly an obvious

discrepancy .”94 Under similar contractual provisions ,

defect which is not obvious would therefore not be con_ J

sidered latent. This could have a significant favorable

impact on the abili ty of the Government to establish a

latent defect claim. What is an obvious error, of course ,

is subject to a wide range of interpretations. The Armed

Services Board, at least , appears to interpret an obvious

error broadly. In Conrad Weihnacht,95 a laten t defect claim

for defective welds was asserted by the Government under a

I
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contract which contained a Responsibility for Insoection

clause. In rejecting the latent defect claim , it was held

that although a visual inspection would not have revealed

a lack of penetration in the welds , it would have shown

poor workmanship which caused the lack of penetration. The

poor workmanship was found to be an “obvious error in

construction ” which should have been found. Although

Kaminer was distinguished on that basis , there does not

appear to be the type of obvious error which Kazniner would

require in order to place a greater requirement for inspec-

tion on the Government. Poor workmanship may have been

obvious , but the specific defect of poor penetration of

welds was not. Notwithstanding the broad view of the Armed

Services Board concerning obvious errors, the Kaminer

decision still stands for the signif icant proposition that

when contractor responsibility for inspection is present,

reasonable inspection under the latent defect def in ition

is only that which is necessary to find an obvious defect.

The Court of Claims decision in Kaminer also clarifies

the relationship of the standard Inspection clause to the

Responsibility for Inspection clause. It was clearly held

that the contractor ’s obligation to perform the necessary

inspections is not eliminated by the Government’s ability

to inspect under the Inspection clause. The existence of

the right in no way imposed a duty on the Government.96 The

Armed Services Board has specifically followed this rationale

______ 
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in the recent decision of RFI Shield—Rooms.97 it has also

now been incorporated into the language of the Responsibility

for Inspection clause in ASPR 7- 103.24. The current clause

states that the contractor must perform all needed tests

“notwithstanding the requirements for any Government

inspection and test contained in specifications applicable

to this contract, except where specialized inspections or

tests are specified for performance solely by the Government.”

As the clause indicates , however, if there are tests to be

performed by the Government, such tests will be considered

reasonable under the latent defect definition even when a

contractor Responsibility for Inspection clause is included. 98

The trend in Government procurement is to place more

inspection responsibility upon the contractor through

appropriate quality assurance provisions. In addition to

the evidence of such a trend previously discussed,99 the

Defense Logistics Agency is also currently conducting a

test program to continue into 1980 that places a greater

reliance on the contractor ’s own quality control system.

The specific purpose of the test is to establish whether

Government inspectors can be removed from high quali ty

contractors and be placed in more troublesome areas)°°

To be included, a contractor must have :

(1) A source inspection system

(2) A superior quality control program, and

(3) A reputation for delivering high quality products

• 
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The contractor would then sign an agreement with the Defense

Contract Administration Service that he will maintain a

high level of quality control. He will be permitted to

assess his own product quality as long as quality remains

high, defects are promptly corrected, and schedules are met.

The current participating contractors are RCA , Bendix and

Texas Instruments. If successful, the program would expand

to non-DCAS administered contracts controlled by the

military departxnents)01 The implementation of such a

program on a permanent basis, and the expanded use of

contractor inspection in general, can directly affect  the

Government ’s abili ty to successfully assert the existence

of a latent defect. Although the Government’s burden remains

a significant one , it is more lik ely that a defect will not

be considered to be discoverable by a reasonable Government

inspection when the inspection responsibili ty is placed on

the contractor.
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CHAPTE R TWO

FRAUD AND GROSS MISTAKES AMOUNTING TO FRAUD

The standard Inspection clauses for fixed-price supply

and construction contracts provide that in addition to post—

acceptance liability based upon latent defects, such

liability also exists when acceptance of defective supplies

or construction has occurred through fraud or gross mistakes

amounting to fraud.1 Since the assertion of fraud, or gross

mistakes amounting to fraud, is generally an affirmative - -

claim by the Government, the Government bears the burden of

proving the essential elements of the claim.2 In the

following sections , the elements of fraud and gross mistakes

amounting to fraud will be established , and the decisional

application of these elements will be analyzed.

Fraud

The Elements of Proof

The Armed Services Board in 1959 considered one of

the first cases of fraud under the Inspection clause of a

fixed—price supply contract in Hercules Engineering &

Manufacturing Co.3 Although concluding that the evidence

was not sufficient to sustain the claim of fraud, the

board did appear to approve of the contracting officer’s

• indication of the elements of fraud in his final decision.

40
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The contracting officer ’s final decision stated that the

“Said defects constituted concealment, which should have

been disclosed and which was intended to deceive and did

deceive, and as a result of such deception, the Government

accepted supplies with defects to its detriment.”4 The

board appeared to agree that fraud would be proven under the

Inspection clause if the Government could establish that as

a result of intentional deception by concealment and mis-

representation, the Government accepted defective goods to

its detriment. Similarly , the Court of Claims concluded

in a footnote to its decision in Bar—Ray Products, Inc. v.

United States 5 that to establish fraud under the Inspection

clause “it is necessary to show misrepresentation of a

material fact, an intent to deceive, and reliance on the

misrepresentation by the other party to his detriment.”6

In the more recent decision of Dale Ingram, Inc. ,~~ the

Armed Services Board combined the elements of fraud discussed

in Hercules and Bar-Ray and issued a clear delineation of

the necessary elements. The board stated that:

In order for the Government to have a legal right to
revoke its final acceptance on the ground of fraud, it
has the burden of proving (1) that its acceptance was
induced by its reliance on (2) a misrepresentation of
fact , actua l or implied , or the concealment of a
material fact , ( 3) made with knowledge of its falsity
or in reckless and wanton disregard of the facts , ( 4)
with intent to mislead the Government into re ly ing on
the misrepresentation, (5) as a consequence of which
the Government has suffered injury . 12 Williston,
Contracts, (3d ed.), Section 1487A. All of these
elements must be present in order for the Government
to have a legal right to rescind its final acceptance

• 
on the grounds of fraud.8

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~:
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The exact five elements quoted above were again utilized by

the Armed Services Board to determine fraud under the

Inspection r~lause in Stewart Avionics, Inc.
9

Quantum of Proof

It is unclear under current court and board decisions

as to whether the preponderance of the evidence , or clear

and convincing evidence, is the established quantum of proof

necessary to prove the elements of fraud under the standard

Inspection clauses as outlined in the decision of Dale

Ingram above. The Court of Claims has indicated that clear

and convincing evidence is the appropriate measure of proof.

In a recent decision concerning a claim under the False

Claims Act (31 USC 231),10 the Court stated that generally

in cases of fraud , the “degree of proof necessary to

establish fraud demands more than the preponderance of the

evidence.”11 Applying this reasoning to the particular

claim before the Court, it was further concluded that “The

Government has the burden of proving that a contractor ’s

conduct constituted fraud under the False Claims Act by

clear and convincing evidence.”2 Although the decision

could be interpreted to only apply to fraud under the False

Claims Act, a strong indication was given that the court

considered the quantum of proof in all cases of civil fraud

to be clear and convincing evidence. In a similar manner ,

the Court of Claims has required that fraud be proven by

clear and convincing evidence in cases under the Forfeiture
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of Fraudulent Claims Act (28 USC 25l4),13 and when fraud

is asserted as an affirmative defense in a Suit for a tax

refund. 14 Various Federal Courts of Appeal have also

util ized a clear and convincing evidence test in considering

fraud under the False Claims Act)5 The various boards of

contract appeals, however , appear to utilize the preponder-

ance of the evidence in considering cases of fraud under the

Inspection clauses. Conclusions by various boards concerning

revocation of acceptance in general have provided that the

Government must prove by the preponderance of the evidence

that acceptance was not final due to either latent defects,

fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to fraud. Although most

of these decisions concerned claims for latent defects, and

only referred to fraud as part of a general statement about

exceptions to finality under the Inspection clause , the

decisions do not in any way indicate that the quantum of

• proof for fraud differs from that required for latent

defects. The Armed Services Board in Dale Ingram, Inc)6

specifically indicated that at least in ref erence to the

reliance element of fraud , the preponderance of the evidence

measure of proof is appropriate. In a rare comment on the

quantum of proof , the board stated that “we find from the

preponderance of the evidence that the Government representa-

tive to whom the certificate was furnished did not rely on

it as being factually correct.”17 This was the only answer

to a clear assertion by the contractor that the Government had
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the burden of proving each element of its claim of fraud 
- •

“not by mere preponderance of the evidence , but by clear

an~ convincing proof.”18

It is probable that if the Court of Claims in the

future has the opportunity to consider an attempt by the

Government to revoke acceptance based on a claim of fraud,

that the Goverranent will be required to prove such fraud by

clear and convincing evidence. With the Armed Services

Board apparently only requiring that fraud under the Inspec-

tion clause be proven by the preponderance of the evidence ,

the stage is naturally set for litigation of the quantum of

proof issue.

Decisional Application of the Elements of Fraud

Regardless of the quantum of proof that is applied, the

Government has had very little success in establishing the

presence of all of the elements of fraud as outlined in the

principal decision of Dale Ingram, Inc. ,19 previously discussed.

As a result of this lack of success and the possible avail-

ability of more attractive remedies, there have been very

few attempts by the Government to assert fraud under the

Inspection clause. Although the decisional guidance is

therefore limited , an examination of the principal decision

and the small number of additional decisions, does give some

insight into the pattern of reasoning that has severely

limited the usefulness of fraud as a means to establish post—

acceptance liability. In order to understand the rationale

_ _ _  _  ___________________ _______ - - - 
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ - • - - -h
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of the decision in Dale Ingram, it is necessary to state

the facts of the case in detail.

The contract in Dale Ingram concerned the construction

of Capehart Housing for the Army and included a requirement

that the plywood to be used in the roof construction should

be all mahogany. During performance of the contract, a

Government inspector indicated to the contractor that he had

doubts as to whether the plywood was all mahogany and the

contractor referred the inspector to his subcontractor , the

Panama Plywood Company. An in—house quality control inspector

employed by Panama Plywood frankly stated that the plywood

was not constructed of mahogany . A representative of Panama

Plywood management, however, stated that the plywood was all

mahogany and asked to have an independent inspection. The

independent inspection was conducted by an inspector from

I - - the National Hardwood Lumber Association, and the inspector

issued a certificate to the effect that the plywood was

mahogany. This certificate was given to the Government by a

representative of the contractor on May 13, 1960. The

contractor and the Government were aware of the contradictory

evidence , but the Government continued to believe that the

plywood might not be mahogany in spite of the certificate.

By this time , two of the housing areas had been completed

and accepted by the Government and on September 9, 1960, the

final closing and acceptance of the last remaining area was

conducted. At the closing, the contractor was required to

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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execute a Release of Liens and Affidavit of Eligible Builder

which was designed to show the contractor was in a position

to convey good title to the property free and clear of all

liens and encumbrances with the exception of a mortgage.

The certificate contained a statement that construction had

been in accordance with the plans and specifications. The

contractor also signed a certif ication on behalf of the

mortgagor to the effect that construction was in accordance Lwith the plans and specifications, and an attachment to this

certification did not list Panama Plywood as an unpaid

supplier. Shortly after the one—year warranty period had

expired, it was discovered that severe rot and delamination

was occurring in a great number of roof structures. Compre-

hensive testing of the plywood roofing material revealed

that non-mahogany plywood had been used contrary to the

requirements of the plans and specifications. As a result,

the contracting officer immediately took steps to withhold

final payment and issued a final decision revoking acceptance

on the grounds of latent defects , fraud and gross mistakes

amounting to fraud.

Based on these facts, the board concluded that the

Government was attempting to establish the five elements of

fraud in accordance with the following: -:

a. The certificate of inspection signed by Mr. Parker
of the National Hardwood Lumber Association , which
appellant delivered to the area engineer on 13 May
1960. This certificate stated in effect that the
plywood was all mahogany , which was contrary to the
fact .

• •.— •
•
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b. The affidavits and certificates executed by
appellant’s representatives at the final closing
of area ArTny-3 on 9 September 1960. These documents
contained misstatements of fact in the following
respects: They stated that the housing project had
been constructed in accordance with plans and
specif ications , when in fact the plywood roof
sheathing did not conform to the specifications.
They stated that appellant did not owe anything
to Panama Plywood for the plywood it had furnished
for the project when appellant had not paid Panama
Plywood anything whatsoever for a large part of the
plywood used on the project.

c. Appellant’s failure to notify the Government during
contract performance that the plywood being used on the
job did not conform to specifications when appellant
knew this to be a fact.20

The initial inquiry concerning these allegations was directed

toward a determination of whether as a consequence of these

acts, the Government suffered injury. Stated in terms of

the Inspection clause, it was an attempt to determine if as

a conseauence of the fraudulent acts the Government had

accepted a structure or product which was defective in

material or workmanship, or otherwise not in conformance

with the contract. Since the intent of the Inspection clauses

is to insure compliance with the contractual requirements ,

an allegation of fraud under such clause must relate to

acceptance of a product or structure which is defective in

relation to those requirements. Although the board did

conclude that the use of non-mahogany plywood was a cause of

injury to the Government, it further concluded that the

Government failed to establish the additional elements of

fraud.

In reference to the May 13, 1978 certificate from the

-

~
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National Hardwood Lumber Association, it was held that

although the certificate was a factual misrepresentation,

the record did not support a finding that the contractor

knew the ce-rtificate to be in error. Furthermore , since

the Government continued to have suspicions about the

plywood following receipt of the certif icate, it was also

concluded that the Government failed in demonstrating its

reliance. Similarly , in reference to the certificates

issued at the September 9, 1960 closing, the board concluded

that although the contractor had a strong belief that the

plywood was not all mahogany it was difficult to believe

that the contractor intended to mislead the Government,

knowing that the Government had the same factual information

indicating the use of non-specification plywood. Further

in reference to the September 9, 1960 certificates , the board

held that regardless of reliance or intent to mislead, the

certificates did not relate to acceptance under the Inspec-

tion clause. The board reasoned that the certificates were

issued in order to obtain the balance of mortgage proceeds

without requiring escrow of funds for possible liens. It

was concluded therefore that acceptance was not induced by

their issuance. Finally, in a short and unreasoned state—

ment, the board concluded that the Government did not prove

it s contention that the contractor was aware that it was

using non—specification plywood and failed to notify the

Government. In other words, it was held that the contractor

____________________________________ — —u ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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did not conceal a material fact.

An examination of the Inspection clause supports the

board’s view in Dale Ingram that misrepresentation or

concealment must relate to acceptance and that fraudulent

acts must result in the Government’s acceptance of products

or structures not in compliance with the contract require-

ments. Care should be taken, however, in applying the board ’s

further conclusion that the Government’s suspicion or

knowledge of unproven possible contractual non—compliance

will preclude successful proof of reliance and intent to

mislead. It must be remembered that the assertion of fraud

is being considered under the standard Inspection clauses.

These clauses place the primary responsibility for contract

compliance upon the contractor.21 Although the Government

has the right to inspect for non-compliance , it has no

duty to assure that the contractor has fu l f i l l ed its

responsibili ty. In li ght of this relationship, why would

it be unreasonable for the Government to rely on a

contractor ’s certification that he had complied with the

contract, in spite of suspicion or unproven information to

the contrary? Why must it be assumed that there was no

intent to mislead just because the contractor is aware that

the Government has certain doubts as to contract compliance? f
The very purpose behind the issuance of certificates may

have been to satisfy the Government ’s doubts and induce

acceptance .

r ________ — 
—
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There is also some question about the board ’s con-

clusion that the Government failed to prove that the

contractor was aware of the use of non—specification material

and failed to notify the Government. In a discussion of

the September 9, 1960 closing certificates , the board

stated that “appellant had a strong belief , but no proof ,

that the plywood did not meet the specification require-

ments.”22 Is not “a strong belief” evidence of awareness?

Did not the failure to reveal this “strong belief” constitute

concealment of a material fact? It would appear , therefore ,

that although the Government ’s limi ted knowledge or mere

suspicion of a defect can have a direct effec t on proof of

reliance and intent to mislead, the contractor’s knowledge

of a defect must be shown to be actual and conclusive.

In Stewart Avionics, Inc. ,23 the Armed Services Board

had the opportunity to expand upon the rationale of Dale

Ingram and to consider whether the abili ty of the Government

to easily obtain knowledge of a defect would have any ef fect

upon a determination of concealment or intent to mislead.

The contractor in Stewart failed to get the contractually

required approval for the non—inclusion of a part in a

production model which had been included in accepted pre-

production models. Following final acceptance of all the

production models , the fact that the par t had not been - 
-

included was discovered . In reaching a correct conclusion

that fraud was not established, part of the board ’s rationale

— - -.----- - -  —- -- -- - - - —-- -
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indicated that the intent to mislead and concealment were

not proven because the Government could easily have obtained

knowledge of the part’s non-inclusion through its inspectors

who were present in the contractor ’s plant. Since the

contractor knew it was easy for the Government to discover

the defect, the board was reluctant to conclude that- the

failure to include the part was concealed and had been

accomplished with the intent to mislead. The Armed Services

Board reached a similar conclusion earlier in Hercules

Engineering & Manufacturing Co.24 The contractor in

Hercules had attempted to correct dimensional defects by

the improper use of shims and washers. The board considered

the presence of the Government inspectors and answered the

Government’s claim of intent to deceive by stating that

“The alleged defects were not concealed . . . those not

known prior to acceptance could easily have been discovered.”25

It appears , therefore , that even if the Government has no

knowledge of the defect , the board will look to the fact

that the contractor knows that the defect can easily be

discovered by Government inspection. Based on this fact,

the board could then conclude that there is no concealment

or intent to mislead. 
•

Alternate Government Remedies for Fraud

Part of the reason that very few claims o~ fraud are 
j

asserted under the Inspection clause is the existence of

alternative statutory remedies for fraud. These remedies

- 
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may exist under the False Claims Act (l~8 USC 231), the

False Statement Act (18 USC 1001), and possibly the

Forfeiture of Fraudulent Claims Act (28 USC 2514). If the

Government feels that it can carry the heavy burden of

proving the intent to deceive , the remedies of the statutory

provisions may be more attractive. Under the False Claims

Act, for example , the contractor’s civil liabili ty may

amount to $2,000 for each false claim and double the amount

of damages the Government has sustained by reason of the

false claim. If the factual situation is appropriate , the

contractor may also be subject to forfeiture of all amounts

due in association with the false claim under the Forfeiture

of Fraudulent Claims Act. Although the quantum of proof

required under these statutory provisions can be greater than

that required under the Inspection clause,26 this may be more

than offset by the fact that it is not necessary to prove

that the items received were defective. All the Government

must do is prove fraud in the inducement.27

Gross Mistakes Amounting to Fraud

The Court of Claims in Bar-Ray Products Inc. v. United

States28 reached the conclusion that the reason- gross

mistakes amounting to fraud was added to fraud as an

exception to finali ty under the Inspection clauses was to

obviate the need for proof of intent to deceive. The elements

of a gross mistake amounting to fraud were therefore considered

to be the same as the elements of fraud , with the exception

- -  • •~‘~~~‘ - -
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of the intent to deceive. The Armed Services Board in the

landmark decision of Catalytic Engineering & Nanufacturing

Corp.29 focused upon the conclusion of the Court of Claims

in Bar-Ray and rendered a comprehensive analysis of the

meaning of gross mistake amounting to fraud.

The Catalytic Decision

The board in Catalytic held that in order for the

Government to carry its burden of proof in establishing a

gross mistake amounting to fraud , that the Government must

• demonstrate by the preponderance of the evidence30 that

acceptance of a defective contract item was induced by

(1) a major mistake so serious as not to be reasonably

expected of a responsible contractor , and (2) an unintentional

misrepresentation of a material fact. The board reasoned

that “mistake” means an unintentional error and that “fraud”

refers to a misrepresentation of a material fact by mistake.

“Gross” was determined to mean a serious mistake not

expected of a responsible contractor.

The application of the definition stated above can

best be understood by examining the particular facts upon

which the decision in Catalytic was based. The contractor

in Catalytic submitted an unsolicited proposal for production

of dehydrator cartridges for use in removal of moisture from

certain aircraft parts in flight. Accompanying the proposal

were drawings of the cartridges which designated that the

end pieces would be made of polyvinal chloride, and which
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referred to the cartridges as Catalytic ’s part number 3120.

Following limited Government testing, the contractor was

notified that the proposal was acceptable and that he was to

be placed on the list of those eligible to bid. Shortly

after this notification, the contractor , without informing

the Government, made certain changes in the drawings of the

cartridge known as part number 3120 and substituted poly-

styrene for polyvinal chloride as the material from which

end pieces were to be constructed. Several months later,

the contractor submitted a bid in response to an invitation * -

and indicated that the cartridge he would supply was

Catalytic part number 3120. The contractor did not inform

the Government of the changes made in the cartridge since

his original proposal. The contractor was awarded the

contract, and several months later he was also awarded a

follow-on contract. During inspection of production under

these contracts , the contractor gave the inspector the new

revised drawings but never explained that they differed

from those originally supplied with the unsolicited proposal.

Following acceptance and completion of both contracts , the

end pieces made of polystyrene began to deteriorate ,

rendering the cartridges totally useless.

The board initially concluded that the contractor ’s

use of a different material without knowing if it would

work , was a gross mistake. It was not, however , a gross

mistake amounting to fraud since the mistake standing alone

did not induce acceptance and in no way involved a mis—
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representation to the buyer. The board took the opportunity

to stress that because an intent to deceive is not necessary,

the fact that the contractor thought he was improving the

product, or was acting in good faith, was irrelevant.

The board further concluded that the contractor did

make a gross mistake amounting to fraud when it failed to

advise the contracting officer that it made changes in the

drawings and would use different material in the end pieces.

It was a gross mistake because it was not one reasonably to

be expected of a responsible supplier whose only customer

for the item was the Government and who had initially supplied

a different drawing. Such a mistake was out of all measure

and beyond allowance. The gross mistake amounted to fraud

because there was a misrepresentation of a material fact

which induced acceptance of items that did not meet the

contract requirements. In the unsolicited proposal and the

bids for the two contracts , the contractor represented that 
- 

-

its part 3120 would have polyvinal chloride end pieces. This

was a misrepresentation because the part when tendered for

acceptance did not have polyvinal chloride end pieces. Prior

to acceptance the contractor should have told the contracting

officer of this change , and the failure to do so occasioned •

the acceptance of non-conforming goods.

In a similar manner , it was also concluded that there

was a gross mistake in failing to advise the inspector that

the new drawings he was furnished differed from the original

drawings. The mistake was gross in that it was out of all

________ - 
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measure , and beyond allowance, and one not to be expected

of a responsible contractor. The gross mistake amounted to

fraud because it misrepresented a material fact. The new

drawings were provided with the indication that they were

the same as those drawings originally approved , when in fact

they differed in the type of material to be used. The use

of such drawings induced acceptance of a product that did

not conform to the contract. It was a gross mistake

amounting to fraud even though there may have been no actual

bad faith and even though the misrepresentation may have

been made by mistake and without the intent to deceive.

Bad Faith

It can be seen from the above analysis that not only

did the board in Catalytic conclude that an intent to

deceive was not an element of a gross mistake amounting

to fraud, but the board also concluded that a gross mistake

could be equated to fraud even if innocently made and in

good faith. The latter conclusion has been controversial

and difficult to apply . In a well-reasoned dissent to the

majority opinion in Catalytic, the Vice-Chairman of the

Armed Services Board stated that “the long line of cases

where gross mistake has been equated to fraud hold that

fraud involves conscious intentional wrongdoing and that

gross mistake does not equate to fraud except under

circumstances where the action is so palpably wrong that

it could not have been taken by a person acting in good

I
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fa i th .”3 1 It is the conclusion of the dissent , therefore,

that although it is not necessary to prove an intent to

deceive by direct evidence , it is necessary to demonstrate

that an intent to deceive is implied by evidence of actions

so palpably wrong that they are equivalent to bad faith.

The majority opinion adds confusion to the issue by

ref erring to “good faith” and “honesty” in its analysis of

the facts. After an extensive discussion of why a finding

of bad faith or actual intent to deceive is not necessary,

the board later in the opinion stated that “the mistake is

one that cannot be reconciled with good faith and one which

a responsible contractor acting honestly would not reasonably

be supposed to make.”32 In a similar manner subsequent

decisions of the Armed Services Board indicate that although

the board states that bad faith is not necessary , in practice

it is required. In Kit Pack Co.,33 for example, the board

agreed that a particular mistake was a gross mistake but 
*

concluded that the Government failed to show a misrepresenta-

tion or lack of good faith. Similarly , in Onus Co.34 it was

held that “we are unable to conclude that the mistake made

by appellant was either gross or one which cannot be

reconciled with good faith.”35 The board found in Ordnance

Parts & Engineering Co.36 that the record supported the 
- 

-

conclusion that the appellant “acted in good faith.”37 The

Government also failed to prove a gross mistake amounting

to fraud in Stewart Avionics, Inc.38 when there was no

___________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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evidence presented to show that the contractor knew his

actions would adversely affec t the product. Such proof

would not have been necessary if the contractor ’s good

faith or bad faith was not relevant.

In spite of the language in Catalytic, the established

rule appears to be that a gross mistake amounting to fraud

cannot be proven without a showing of bad faith.

The Gross Mistake Amounting to Fraud

Must Affect Conformity of the Item

to the Specifications or

Performance Requirements

It has been held in accordance with the decision in

Catalytic that in order to establi~-.h a gross mistake amounting

to fraud it must be shown that the contractor ’s actions

induced acceptance of supplies or structures that do not

conform to the contract requirements.39 Thi s is consistent

with the purpose of the standard Inspection clauses which

provide for rejection or setting aside of items that do not

meet contract requirements. In Southern Pipe & Supply Co. ,40

however, the NASA Board concluded that the non— conformance

to contract requirements only refers to specification or

performance requirements. The board reasoned that in

accordance with Catalytic, the non—conformance must render

the item unsuitable for its intended use and only a failure

to comply with performance requirements or specifications

would cause such unsuitability. Since the items in question

1 1 —
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only failed to meet the contract ’ s requirements because they

were in violation of the Buy American Act, such a “collateral

matter” did not render the product unsuitable for use.

The language from the decision in Catalytic that the

NASA board used to support its conclusion that the item

must be unsuitable for its intended use was taken out of

context, however, and misapplied. The specific language

as quoted by the NASA board states that “The misrepresented

fact was a material fact because polystyrene end pieces did

not comply with the contract requirements and , more importantly,

rendered the part unsuitable for its intended use by the

Government.”41 The reference to unsuitability here was

merely to show that the misrepresented fact was material.

It was material because it induced the Government to believe

that the product it was accepting met the contract require-

ments , when in fact it was not suitable for its intended use.

It was not in any manner a comment on contract non—compliance .

Although the board in Catalytic did raise the question of

whether the “contract language limi ts the gross mistakes to

gross mistakes in the acceptance or , in addition , requires

that there be some gross mistake in the item accepted , i.e.,

a failure to comply with contract requirements that sub—

stantially impair its value to the buyer ,”42 the board

specifically refused to answer that question.

The Armed Services Board in later decisions , however ,

did give support to the conclusion in Southern that the

~ 
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gross mistake amounting to fraud exception to f ina l i ty  on ly

relates to acceptance of items that do not conform to the

specifications or performance requirements. In Asiatic

Petroleum Corp. , 43 it was held that the failure of the

contractor to obtain fuel from a source required in the

contract was a breach of contract only and not a basis for

revoking acceptance under the Inspection clause. The

decision could be interpreted to stand for the proposition

that the right to set aside acceptance under the Inspection

clause only refers to products or structures that are

defective as to physical requirements, and not to those

products or structures that fail to meet minor collateral

contract requirements. Similarly , in Ordnance Parts &

Engineering Co.,44 the board denied a claim of gross mistake

amounting to fraud based on an improper certification of

compliance with source-qualification requirements and stated

that “we must also not ignore the fact that the contract

items fully complied with all the technical requirements

of the contract.”45

The conclusions reached in Asiatic and Ordnance can

be accepted since the deficiencies involved did not materially

alter the performance of the contracts, or violate basic

procurement policy. In Southern, however, the deficiency

violated a basic procurement policy as embodied in the Buy

American Act. It is difficult to conclude that acceptance

should not be revoked for such a violation .

__________ — —~~~~---- -.~~~~~~~~ — -~~~~ -—-. —— -*---- -~~ — —— --- 
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Mistake So Serious As Not To Be Reasonably

Expected of a Responsible Contractor

A gross mistake was defined in Catalytic as “a mistake

so serious or uncalled for as not to be reasonably expected ,

or justif iable , in the case of a responsible contractor for

the items concerned.”46 The application of this definition

has required a determination of whether the contractor’s

action was reasonable in consideration of the surrounding

circumstances. In the Catalytic decision itself, the very

fact that the contract in question was a Government contract

was considered one of the surrounding circumstances that

reflected on whether the contractor’s action in changing

material without approval was reasonably to be expected.

Since Government approval of changes in material was usually

practiced in Government contracting, the contractor’s

change of material without that approval was considered to

be unreasonable.

On several occasions a claim of gross mistake amounting

to fraud has been asserted as the result of a contractor ’s

action or inaction based on his interpretation of a

spec ification, test result, or other contract requirement.

If the contractor is mistaken in that interpretation, and

the contract item is defective , the mistake can amount to

a gross mistake if the interpretation was unreasonable

under the circumstances. In a similar manner, the contrac-

tor’s failure to tell the Government of evidence contrary

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -~~ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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to his interpretation can also be considered a gross mistake

if unreasonable under the circumstances. In Hydro Fitting

Manufacturing Corp. ,‘~~~ for example, the Government asserted

a gross mistake amounting to fraud when the contractor

mistakenly interpreted certain test results as indicating

contract compliance and failed to inform the Government of

contrary results. Although the test indicated a certain

failure rate, the contractor concluded that the total

results still indicated an acceptable product. The contractor

made certain X—ray films available to the Government but

made no affirmative disclosure of test reports which revealed

the limited failures. Following inspection by an incompetent

Government inspector, the defective items were accepted. The

Armed Services Board concluded that the contractor ’s inter-

pretation of the test was not a gross mistake since it

reflected an honest judgment that was reasonable.

The board also concluded that the fai lure to disclose

the testing failures was not unreasonable, but on very

unusual grounds. It was held that the contractor had every

right to assume that the Government would send a competent

inspector to perform acceptance inspection and that the

inspector would be knowledgeable with respect to the

production requirements. Since the contractor had given the

inspector the X-rays, and the inspector did not ask for the

written interpretation, the contractor was entitled to

assume that the Government was equipped to evaluate the films

and reach its own conclusions. Based on these facts, the

— - ___ •*______ _a___ —— — —- - - —--—.— - 
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board stated “We are not persuaded that the appellant acted

so unreasonably in this matter as to warrant a conclusion

that it made a gross mistake amounting to fraud .”48 Thi s

reasoning is unusual , of course, because i t is generally

held that although the Government has a right to inspect ,

it has no duty to inspect and the failure to exorcist? that —

right does not affect the legal liability of the contractor.

There is some additional suppor t, however , for examining

the conduct or competence of a Government inspector in

determining whether a contrac tor ’s actions were reasonable .

The General Services Board found in A. Brown & Co.49 that

the contractor ’s use of improper fill dirt was not unreasonable

and did not constitute a gross mistake amounting to fraud since

* 
the Government inspector approved the borrow pit , conducted

compaction tests, and allowed the contractor to continue

without complaint. In a similar manner , the Armed Services

Board in A.C.E.S., Inc.~~° looked to the fact that the Govern—

rnent’s inspector continued to improperl y approve unacceptable

items as an important factor in finding that the contractor ’s

act ion was not a gross mis take .

The conclusions of Hydro are radically altered , however ,

when the contract contains quality—assurance requirements

that place the responsibility of inspection and testing on

the contractor. This is especially true when the contractor

is required to issue a certification that his product is in

compliance with the cont ract requirements. In Jo-~3ar Mann-

facturing Co. ,~~~~ the Government asserted that the contractor ’s

____  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~- - -~~~~~~
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mistaken interpretation that the specif ications did not

require a heat treatment process , and the contractor ’s

misleading statements to the inspector constituted a gross

mistake amounting to fraud. The contractor argued that in

accordance with Hydro, his actions were reasonable. Although

the facts were very similar , the board concluded that “the

instant case is factually distinguishable from Hydro Fitting

in that here appellant was required to provide certification

that his product met the contract requirements. Here the

respondent was not required to conduct any final inspection

but could rely solely on appellant’s certifications.

In concluding that the contractor ’s action constituted

a gross mistake amounting to fraud, it was apparent that the

board felt that the Government’s rightful reliance on the

certificate of compliance raised the standard of reasonable-

ness. The General Services Board appears to have gone even

farther in holding that certificates of product compliance

affect the standard of reasonableness. In Boston Pneumatics

Inc.,53 the General Services Board considered a provision

that if the contract-specified test had previously been

performed on the tool being offered at the time of bid

invitation, then the manufacturer was permitted to furnish

certified proof that the tools being offered were identical

to those previously tested and approved , and testing in

accordance with the specifications would not be necessary . - -

During performance , the Government inspector made only

- I*-~4~~’~~.,*
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superficial tests because the contractor had furnished

the certification. The board stated that the certification

offered the Government greater protection than would be the

case if the Government relied solely on the specifications

in seeking any redress from the contractor. It was held

without analysis or reasoning that “It is evident from the

circumstances of this case that the acceptance of the

(defective] units were induced by such a gross mistake as

to amount to fraud.”54 The implication is made, although

not substantiated , that the incorrect furnishing of a

certification of contract compliance will be considered

unreasonable and will automatically constitute a gross

mistake amounting to fraud.

Misrepresentation of a Material Fact

The decision in Catalytic made it clear that one of

the elements of fraud inherent in the concept of a gross

mistake amounting to fraud is the existence of a false

representation of a material fact. In commenting on this

requirement, the board stated that “A false representation

or misrepresentation could be by words or conduct or by

false or misleading allegations or by concealment, i.e.,

failure to disclose facts that should have been disclosed

in the circumstances. ”55

The misrepresentation, however , must be of a fact as

opposed to a matter of law or opinton. In Hydro Fitting

Manufacturing Corp. ,56 previously discussed , the distinction

~ 
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between the misrepresentation of a material fact and the

expression of an opinion was considered one of the key

elements in concluding that a gross ‘mistake amounting to

fraud did not exist. In response to a question from an

unknowledgeable inspector as to what certain X—rays of the

product indicated, the contractor in H~ydro responded that

the results were considered to be acceptable results. The

board concluded that this was not a misrepresentation of a

material fact but only an opinion which reflected an honest

judgment of the contract requirements.

- ~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~—.— 
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CHAPTER THREE

FREQUENTLY UTILIZED GOVERNMENT REMEDIES

WHEN DEFECTS SURVIVE ACCEPTANCE -

If acceptance is not final and conclusive due to latent

defects, fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to fraud, the

Government may revoke acceptance and utilize the remedies

that would have been available prior to acceptance.1 The

remedies that are most of ten used are those provided in the

standard Inspection clauses, or an action in the nature of

restitution. Remedies included in warranty provisions are

also frequently used if such warranty provisions are

applicable.

I~ the following section , an initial inquiry will  be

made into whether the right to revoke acceptance for latent

defects, fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to fraud is

limited by a reasonable time standard or the doctrine of

substantial performance. Subsequent sections will then

d iscuss the specific remedies of the standard Inspection

clauses , restitution, and the possible application of

stated warranties. 
-

Limitations on the Right To Revoke Acceptance

It is of ten stated that the right to revoke acceptance

70
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for latent defects, fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to

fraud can be exercised at any time the basis for such

revocation is discovered. In other words , the contractor

is liable for latent defects , or for defects which were

accepted due to fraud or gross mistakes amounting to fraud ,

for an unlimited period of time following acceptance. In

Cottman Mechanical Contractors ,2 for example, the Armed

Services Board held that the standard Inspection clause

protects against latent defects without regard to time.3

In other decisions , however, the same board has given an

indication that the Government’s right to revoke acceptance

may not be as unlimited in time as the decision in Cottman

would indicate. In Marmon-Herrington Co.,4 it was held that

subparagraph 5(d) of Standard Form 32 concerning latent

defects negates the finality of acceptance “thus extending

the right to such defects for a reasonable time following

acceptance.”5 Later , in Catalytic Engineering & Manufacturing

Corp.,6 a reasonable time was apparently held to be that

period following acceptance during which the Government should

have discovered the defect in material or workmanship. In

concluding that acceptance could be revoked for a gross

mistake amounting to fraud , the Armed Services Board stated

that “The Board finds further that the Government revoked

the acceptance of such cartridges within a reasonable time

after it discovered, or should have discovered, the basis

for the revocation.”7 The I~oard in Catalytic quoted 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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extensively from UCC, Section 2—608(2), which provides that

“Revocation of acceptance must occur within a reasonable

time after the buyer discovers or should have discovered

the ground for it. •~~~
8 The holdings of Catalytic and

Marnion—Herrington are clear indications that at least in

the case of latent defects or gross mistakes amounting to

fraud that the right to revoke acceptance for an unlimi ted

time may be restricted by a standard of reasonableness.

Since fraud involves an intent to deceive and indicates a

degree of criminal culpability , there have been no serious

attempts to apply a reasonable time standard to revocation

of acceptance due to fraud.

The right to revoke acceptance may also be limited by

the nature of the defect involved. If the defect is minor ,

and does not substantially impair the value of the supplies

or construction, the doctrine of substantial performance

could possibly restrict the Government’s right to revoke

acceptance , reject the goods , and terminate for default.

It is clear in the pre—acceptance situation that the

Government cannot always reject supplies and default

terminate a contractor for minor defects in materials and

workmanship even if the time for performance has passed .

In Radiation Technology Inc. v. United States,9 for example,

the Court of Claims held that the contractor must be allowed

a reasonable time beyond the contract schedule to correct

non-conforming supplies if it can be shown that (1) the

contractor had reasonable grounds to believe that his

____
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delivery would conform to contract requirements, and (2)

the defect was minor and of a nature and extent that could

easily be corrected)’° In reaching this conclusion, the

court appears to have been relying on UCC Section 2—608 (1),

which limi ts revocation of acceptance to those cases where

the “non-conformity substantially impairs”11 the value of

the work. A similar line of reasoning has consistently

been applied to substantial performance in construction

contractS)-2 A lthough there have been no decisions specific-

ally applying the doctrine of substantial performance to an

attempt to revoke acceptance for latent defec ts , fraud or

gross mistakes amounting to fraud, it would appear that at

least in respect to minor latent defects that it could

easily be applied. There is no apparent reason to treat a

minor latent defect which is discovered after acceptance

any different from a minor patent defect that is discovered

prior to acceptance. The doctrine of substantial performance

could also be applied to defects that were accepted due to

a gross mistake amounting to fraud if the view was taken

that such gross mistakes did not involve bad faith or

indicate culpability. In the case of fraud , however , there

would be no valid reason to reward an intentional act of

deceit with an opportunity to avoid rejection or termination

for default.

The Standard Inspection Clause Remed ies

If acceptance can be revoked due to latent defects ,

fraud , or gross mistakes amounting to fraud , the Government
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may utilize the specific remedies as outlined in the standard

Inspection clauses of fixed-price supply and construction

contracts. These remedies are to be utilized in accordance

with a two-step procedure. In the following discussion , this

two-step procedure and the specific remedies will be analyzed.

The Two-Step Procedure

The procedural scheme of the standard Inspection clauses

provides that as a first step the Government may reject the

defective work and require correction or replacement by the

contractor.13 If the contractor fails to correct or replace,

the second step provides that the Government may by contract

or through its own resources obtain correction or replace-

ment at the contractor ’s expense , or the Government may

- 1 terminate for default under the appropriate Default clauses.14

The standard Inspection clauses also provide that the Govern-

ment may retain the work or product and receive an appropriate

reduction in price.15 In construction contracts , a reduc-

tion in price may be asserted as an alternative to a demand

for correction or replacement. In fixed-price supply

contracts, a reduction in price can only be obtained if the

contractor has failed to correct or replace as required.

The two-step procedure described above must be strictly

followed or certain remedial rights may be lost. In Techni

Data Laboratories ,16 for example , the Government rejected

certain defective work and corrected the work with Government

personnel. In denying the Government’s claim for the total
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cost of correction, the Armed Services Board held that the

Government was not entitled to charge the contractor with

its own cost of correcting deficiencies absent proof that

the contractor would have refused to make corrections , or

would have been unable to do so within a reasonable time.17

Similarly in Abbott Power Corp.,18 the Veterans Administra-

tion Board denied the Government’s claim for correction

cost when the Government failed to demand that the contractor

correct the defects before engaging another firm to make

corrections. The board reasoned that only after a contractor

fails to correct deficiencies can the Government take further

action under the Inspection clause.19

Rejection and Contractor Replacement

or Correction

The right of rejection is the ini tial remedy that is

available to the Government under the standard Inspection

clauses when acceptance is revoked due to latent defects,

fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to fraud.2° In fact,

a notice of rejection is normally the first means by which

the Government actually revokes acceptance and informs the

contractor of the nature of the defect. The notice must

fairly and correctly state the reasons for rejection and

must be given within a reasonable time following discovery

of the defects.21 Delay in giving notice could be deemed

to be a re—acceptance of the defective products or structure ,

to which finality and conclusiveness would again attach.22
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The Government may also demand in the notice of rejection

that the contractor replace or correct the deficiencies.

Even if such a demand is not specifically made, however ,

once the notice of rejection is given , the risk of loss for

the deficient supplies or construction shifts back to the

contractor , and the contractor is under an obligation to

correct or replace within a reasonable time.23

Government Correction or Replacement

If the contractor fails to correct or replace defective

work , the standard Inspection clauses also provide that the

Government may correct or replace it, or contract with

another party for correction or replacement, at the contrac-

tor’s expense.24 The amounts and nature of such expenses

have been a source of continuing controversy. The Armed

Services Board in F.L. Jacobs25 stated that costs chargeable

to the contractor when Government self—help is necessary may

include all “direct costs reasonably and necessarily

incurred”26 in replacing or correcting the defective work.

Such costs were held to include not only the cost of correct-

ing a specific latent defect but also the cost associated

with the disassembly and assembly of the equipment in which

the defect was located .27 In a similar manner, the Interior

Board held in General Electric Co.28 that the reasonable and

necessary costs incurred in repair of a defective trans-

former included the cost of a new part, the cost of removing

the defective part and reinstalling a new one, and the cost

- -~~~r~~- — ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ - -  -
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of a substitute part while the new part was on order. The

reasonable costs of replacement or correction , however , may

be reduced by an amount that reflects the period of time

during which the item has operated successfully. The board

further held in General Electric Co., for instance, that

since the defective transformer part performed satisfactorily

for four years and completed 15,000 of the expected 50,000

operations , that the Government ’s recovery for the new part

should be reduced by one-third.

Wnen the Government actually replaces or corrects

defective work under the standard Inspection clauses , it

does not have to do so with supplies or materials that are

similar to those originally required by the contract.29 The

amount the Government can recover, however , will be limi ted

to the costs of the items originally specified in the

contract. If the Government replaces or corrects defec tive

work therefore in a manner which exceeds the original contract

requirements in quality or quantity, there can be no recovery

for the difference in costs.

It has also been held that reasonable cost of correction

and replacement includes the costs of any required Government

inspection that may be necessary to insure that the repaired

or replaced work meets the contract specifications. As

stated by the Armed Services Board in Harrington & Richardson

Inc., the “Government may recover such extra cost of inspec—

tion as were the natural and probable consequences of the

contractor ’s failure to comply with the contract requirements.”3°

- -.~~ -
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The standard Inspection clauses also clearly warn the

contractor that the Government reserves the right to charge

the contractor when reinspection or retest is necessitated

by a prior rejection.31 The Government must specifically

demonstrate , however , that the extra inspections as performed

were necessary .32 
-

The reasonable costs of correction and replacement

under the standard Inspection clauses may also include special

costs or consequential damages. Unlike general damages which

are inferred from the fact of the contractor ’s breach,

consequential damages must be proven to be a foreseeable ,

direct and proximate result of such breach. The Court of

Claims appears to have approved of the recovery of such

damages in Kaminer Construction Co. v. United States~
33

Although the decision did not speak in terms of foresee-

ability, proximate cause, or consequential damages , the

court allowed the Government to recover the cost of replacing H.

a number of buildings that were destroyed when a tower

containing a latent defect collapsed. These costs were

not directly related to repair of the defective work , but

they were a foreseeable consequence and proximately caused

by the latent defect. Two Federal Court decisions have

awarded similar costs and in doing so have directly referred

to these costs as consequential damages. In United States v.

Aerodex ,34 the Government asserted a claim for $161,000 in

consequential damages for breach of warranty . The consequen—

tial damages represented the cost the Government incurred in

~~~ --~~~~ --~~~~~~~ —-~~~~~~ - 
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removing and replacing aircraft engine bearing which had

been accepted due to fraud. Although the warranty provision

did not allow for consequential damages, the warranty pro-

vision specifically provided that its remedies would not

be exclusive if the breach involved latent defects, fraud,

or gross mistakes amounting to fraud. The Fifth Circuit

Court of Appeals concluded that the Government was not

bound to the -remedies under warranty provisions and the

court apparently awarded the consequential damages under

the standard Inspection clause provisions which allow

recovery of the costs of correction and replacement following

revocation of acceptance for fraud. The Ninth Circuit Court

of Appeals appears to have reached the same conclusion in

United States v. Franklin Steel Products.35 The contract

involved in !rank 1
~~ 

was also for aircraf t engine bearings

and contained the same warranty clause as the contract in

Aerodex. The court decided that the warranty had been

breached and that the Government was not restricted to the

Warranty clause remedies. Instead of using fraud as the

exception to the exclusive remedy provision of the Warranty

clause, the court found that there were two latent defects

and awarded consequential damages in excess of $147,000 for

the recall and replacement of master rod bearings. Such

expense was seen as foreseeable due to the critical nature

of the parts.

It is to be noted that in response to such cases, the

4~- ~ - —~-~-
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Armed Services Procurement Regulation now states in ASPR

1-330 that it is the Government’s policy to limi t the

contractor ’s liability for damage to Government property
- 

resulting from defective supplies delivered under Govern-

ment contract. The exceptions and limitations to this

policy , however, appear in practice to destroy its effective-

ness and usefulness. For example, ASPR 1-330 initially

provides in contracts where the unit price is $100,000 or

less that the limitation on liability does not apply to

the end item itself. In addition, it also does not apply

when the contractor ’s liability can be preserved without

increased costs , or the contractor ’s liabili ty is expressly

provided for by another clause in the contract. The

limitation on liability also does not apply if the contractor

carries insurance or there is evidence of willful misconduct

or lack of good faith. Although the limitation on liability

is extended to the end item itself if the unit price exceeds

$100,000, the provision expressly states that it does not —

limi t the contractor ’s other obligations to correct defects - 
-

under other clauses , and if repair or replacement is not

feasible or desired by the Government, the contractor must

pay an amount that it would have cost to repair the end

item. It would appear that in spite of ASPR 1—330 the award

of consequential damages is a real possibility when replace-

ment and correction costs are asserted under the Inspection

clauses.

_________________________ 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- - -
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Termination for Default

If the contractor fails to correct or replace defective

work, the standard Inspection clauses also provide that the

Government may terminate for default under the standard

Default clause . It should be noted, however, that if the

Government has previously attempted correction or replace-

ment , it is precluded from thereafter utilizing the default

remedy.36 If Government correction or replacement has not 
—

been attempted, the standard Default clause for construction

contracts provides that “The Government may take over the

work and prosecute the same to completion, by contract or

otherwise , and may take possession of and utilize in

completing the work such materials, appliances , and plant

as may be on the site of the work and necessary therefore.”37

In addition, agreed li quidated damages may be assessed for

delay until the construction is completed.38 The standard

Default clause for supply contracts provides that “The

Government may . . . procure supplies or services similar
to those so terminated , and the contractor shall be liable

to the Government for any excess cost for such similar

supplies or services.”39 Here , unlike correction or replace—

ment directly under the standard Inspection clause as

previously discussed , the failure of the Government to

reprocure supplies that are similar to the original contract

goods can destroy the Government’s right to hold the

contractor liable for excess cost.4° Though the requirement

1.

I

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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that the goods be similar is a rather strict standard , the

reprocured goods need not be identical.41 
The Government

must also reprocure in a timely and reasonable manner in

order to mitigate damages. 42 It is unclear , however,

whether the failure to reprocure in a timely and reasonable

manner will totally bar recovery for excess cost.43

If for some reason reprocureznent is not feasible , the

standard Default clauses also provide that the remedies of

the Default clauses are in addition to any other rights and

remedies provided by law. Thus, if reprocurement cannot be

accomplished, the Government could use any additional common—

law damage remedies not stated in the Inspection ciauses ,4~
or the Government could possibly apply the provisions of the

Uniform Commercial Code.

Reduction in Price

The standard Inspection clauses also provide that the

Government may retain the defective work and receive an

equitable reduction in price. If the Government desires to

pursue such an option, it will usually only do so if the

non—conformance is minor -and retention is determined to be

in the public interest.45 The Armed Services Procurement

Regulation defines minor as having no effect on performance ,

durabili ty , reliabili ty , interchangeabili ty, eff ective use

or operation, weight, appearance , health, or safety.46 Due

to these restrictive conditions for use, retention of

defective goods and a reduct~on in price appears to be very 

— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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rarely used. Even if a defect meets the criteria, it is

generally held that the Government cannot be compelled to

utilize the option of retention and reduction in price.47

Restitution

When acceptance is revoked due to latent defects,

fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to fraud, the Government

may utiliz e a restitutionary remedy in addition to the

remedies contained in the standard Inspection clauses.

Under the theory of restitution, a sell er is required to

return any monies paid for defective work , and a buyer is

required to return the supplies or services or allow credit

for the value of work that cannot be returned. The Court

of Claims in Bar-Ray Products Inc. v. United States48 applied

such a restitutionary remedy and concluded that since the

acceptance of some defective units were induced by a gross

mistake amounting to fraud, that the contract could be

reopened and that the Government was well within its rights

to demand repayment of the purchase price. Similarly , the

Armed Services Board in -Catalytic Engineering & Manufacturing

Corp. stated that since “The Government revoked acceptance

• . . it is entitled to the return of the amount paid.”49

Under normal conditions, the Government must also return

the supplies or give credit if return is not possible.5°

It does not have to do so, however , if the work is shown to

be “utterly worthless.”51

The theory of restitution used in Government contracting ,

- - - - -
- - -~-~~ - -~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ -
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however, does not appear to be based on the traditional

common—law approach but instead appears to follow the more

liberal view of restitution as expressed by Corbin and the

Uniform Commercial Code. Under the traditional common-law

view of restitution, the delivery of defective supplies is

a breach of contract which justifies the buyer in rescinding

the contract. Based on that rescission , each party is then

required to return what he got under the contract.52 Since

rescission is required, the buyer must be very careful not

to elect some other additional remedy which is inconsistent

with the act of rescission. Corbin has stated a more liberal

view , however , and has concluded that restitution does not

require rescission and is only an optional way of measuring

general damages for breach of contract.53 The Uniform

Commercial Code has adopted this view in ~JCC, Section 2-711,

which provides that in addition to recovering so much of the

purchase price paid, the buyer may “cover” or have damages

under UCC, Section 2-712 or 2-713. The Code intentionally

omitted any reference to rescission in order to reinforce

the idea that restitution is only one element of damage to

be awarded along with other appropriate elements and is not

dependent on any theory of rescinding the contract.

In the Government contracts area , the liberal view

of Corbin and the Uniform Commercial Code has specifically

been applied. In National Bag C~~~~.,
55 for example , the

General Services Board applied the theory of restitution as

embod ied in UCC, Section 2-711, when the Government asserted 

- 

-
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a demand for correction or replacement , or reimbursement of

the price paid. The board held that although there was no

contract clause expressly providing for recovery of the

price paid, that under general principles of law as contained

in UCC, Section 2-711, the Government could “recover the

purchase price paid, and recover certain other dam ages.”56

It is clear from the decision that the assertion of a

restitutionary remedy did not prevent the use of other

remedies under the contract which is in direct conflict with

the traditional view of restitution based upon rescission .

The Use of Warranty Provisions

Fixed—price supply and construction contracts may

include specific warranties that cover defects in material,

equipment, or workmanship for a stated period of time

following acceptance . Standard warranties usually provide

for the remedies of correction and replacement or an

equitable reduction in price if the warranty is breached.57

Although such warranties are generally included to provide

protection for patent defects that ordinarily would not be

covered beyond acceptance , these warranties generally will

also cover latent defects, or defects connected with fraud

or gross mistakes amounting to fraud, discovered during the

warranty period.

In cases where latent defects , fraud, or gross mistakes

amounting to fraud are covered by a warranty , the Government

• has the option of proceeding with its remedies under the

I -
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Inspection clause or under a Warranty clause , or a combina-

tion of both.58 As indicated by the Armed Services Board

in Keco Industries Inc. ~~~~ the rights of the Government under

Inspection and Warranty clauses “should be construed as

cumulative and compiimentary .~~
6O

There may be many valid reasons for the Government to

choose one clause over the other, or to combine them. For

example, if a latent defect is discovered during a warranty

period, the Government may choose to utilize the remedies of

a warranty provision in order to avoid the necessity of

proving that the defect was not discoverable by reasonable

- .  inspection which is required to be proven under the Inspection

- 
clause. On the other hand, the Government may wish to

exercise certain remedies that are available under an

Inspection clause that may not be available under a Warranty

clause. In Philos Construction Co.,61 for instance, the

• contract in question contained a warranty provision that

- allowed the Government to seek contractor correction or

replacement but was silent as to the remedies available to

the Government if the contractor refused. After the

contractor refused to correct the latent defect under the

- warranty provision , the Government charged the contractor

- for the cost of correction under the Inspection clause.

In approving this procedure, the Department of Transportation

- 
• .  

Board clearly indicated that in the presence of latent

defects , fraud, or gross mistakes amounting to fraud, the

I
- -- --- —- -- - - -.-—-•--- - — -.—--- -— • - - 
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Government could utilize the best remedial provisions of

either clause. 62

It can be seen that although the remedial provisions

of a Warranty clause do not usually add new or different

remedies , the use of such remedies alone, or in combination

with the Inspection clause , may have tactical or procedural

advantages.

- 
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CHAPTER FOUR

PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

In late 1972 , the Federal Procurement Regulation

Staff of the General Services Administration proposed

significant and radical changes to the exceptions to

finality provisions of the standard Inspection clause for

fixed-price supply contracts) Following extensive

internal debate and certain alterations, the Armed Services

Procurement Regulation Committee on November 15, 1977 also

recommended that the proposed changes be adopted. 2 Specific

amendments to the Federal Procurement Regulations and the

Armed Services Procurement Regulation were subsequently

proposed and are currently being considered as part of the

overall attempt to develop a new unified federal acquisition

system. 3 Among the changes proposed , the most significant

include a new fourth exception to the finality of acceptance

for patent defects , a six-year time limit for a claim based

upon latent defects , and the establishment of a separate

set of post-acceptance Government remedies . The following

sections will analyze the proposed changes and will discuss

whether they should and will be adopted .
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Patent Defects as A New Exception

to the Finality of Acceptance

The most controversial proposal for change to the

standard Inspection clause for fixed—price supply contracts

is the addition of a new exception to finality of acceptance

for patent de fects that indicate a failure of the contrac—

tor to comply with his inspection and record-keeping

responsibilities.

As a foundation for the proposed establishment of a

patent -de fects exception to the finality of acceptance , the

standard Inspection clause as contained in Standard Form 32

would initially be changed to provide a totally new sub—

paragraph 5(a) . The proposed subparagraph states that the

contractor is responsible for controlling product quality ,

tendering supplies that conform to contract requirements ,

and maintaining and furnishing evidence substantiating this

conformance. In order to effect this control, the clause

provides that the contractor would have to establish and

comply with an inspection system, the acceptability and

evaluation of which will be subject to review and evaluation

by the Government. 4 In addition , the contractor would be

required to keep records of all inspections and mak e them

available to the Government. 5 It can be seen that the new

subparagraph 5(a)  would combine many requirements already

stated in other ASPR provisions and place them in the

Inspection clause .

Based upon the above stated provisions of subparagraph

~~~~~~~ 

_
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5( a) ,  a new fourth exception to the finality of acceptance

for patent defects would be provided in subparagraph 5(e)

of the proposed Inspection clause. Current exceptions to

finality for latent defects, fraud , and gross mistakes

amounting to fraud would be included as now stated in

subparagraph 5(d). The proposed subparagraph 5(e) provides

that “Acceptance shall be conclusive except for . . . (4 )

patent defects not revealed prior to acceptance , the quantity

or nature of which , when considered in conjunction with the

contractor ’s obligations to deliver acceptable supplies

and maintain records under paragraph 5(a) hereof , shall be

deemed a failure to comply with the inspection and records

provisions of the contract .”6 In addition, in order for the

new exception to apply, the proposed subparagraph 5(e) also

provides that the contracting officer must find that (a) the

defects or nonconformance were not caused after acceptance

by factors outside the contractor ’s control , and (b) the

contractor has been notified of the defects or nonconformance

not later than six months af ter acceptance of the supplies

or lots of supplies of the type containing such patent

defects last delivered under the contract.7 A parallel

change to FPR Section 1-14.206 has been proposed which also

affects the contracting officer ’s consideration of the new

patent defects exception , but which is not reflected in the

proposed Inspection clause. The proposed change to FPR

• Section 1-14.206 would provide that where material is
a.

r
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accepted, and (a) the contract requires that the contractor

maintain an acceptable inspection system ; (b) the contractor’s

records indicate that the supplies meet contract require-

ments; and (c) patent defects are discovered after acceptance,

“A finding may be made that the contractor has not in fact

maintained an acceptable inspection system with appropriate

records.”8

The Government has stated that the major purpose behind

the new patent defects exception to finality of acceptance is

to address “the problem created by contractor delivery of non—

specification supplies, particularly in the presence of a

discrepancy between the condition of the supplies delivered

and the condition reported in the contractor’s own inspection

records regarding conformance to contract requirements.”9 The

Government contends that numerous patent defects are not

being discovered because of the Government’s reliance on

the contractor’s inspection system and records which often

incorrectly reflect contract compliance. It is argued that

the basis of this problem is the belief by some contractors

that the Government will determine contract compliance and

the method of inspection, and that therefore any supplies

not rejected can automatically be considered satisfactory.1°

In response to these problems, the proposed Inspection

clause is structured so that the responsibility for inspections,

contract compliance, and the documentation of both, is clearly

placed on the contractor. If patent defects discovered after
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acceptance indicate by their number or type that these

responsibilities have not been fulfilled by the contractor,

then finality of acceptance does not apply.

The industry response to the proposed patent defect

exception to finality has been totally critical. The Council

of Defense and Space Industry Associations (CODSIA) ,- for

example , has stated that “The proposed fourth exception is

unsound and an improper and unjustified undermining of the

long established conclusiveness of acceptance.”~~ Although

the CODSIA view may seem overly condemning , the proposed

patent defect exception to finality does appear to undermine

the established principles upon which the concept of con-

clusiveness of acceptance is based. As indicated in the

introduction to this thesis, the standard Inspection clause

embodies a compromise between the Government’s desire to

conduct extensive inspection and the contractor ’s desire to

limit his post-acceptance liability. Unlike the commercial

world therefore, the standard Inspection clause provides for

extensive Government inspection and also removes the

contractor ’s liability following acceptance for damages or

breach of implied warranties due to nonconforming supplies;

except for latent defects, fraud , and gross mistakes

amounting to fraud. When the patent defects exception is

added, and joined with extensive requirements for contractor

inspection , the contractor is exposed to a far greater degree

of possible post-acceptance liability for at least six months

_______________ ________________________ 
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following acceptance. The balance between the Government ’s

right to inspect and the limitation on the contractor ’s

post-acceptance liability is therefore destroyed. The

Government in no way intends to lessen its right of

inspection but expects to “have its cake and eat it too.”

This is the “best of both worlds.” Not only does the

Government maintain its extensive right of inspection , but

a new basis for revoking acceptance is created when the

contractor fails to demonstrate that it has properly

conducted inspections which the Government directly approves

and controls. The Government would no longer need to conduct

inspections but could still subject the contractor to

extensive pre—acceptance inspection if desired. The net

result may be that the Government will become totally

ineffective in its inspection efforts and rely mainly on

its post—acceptance remedies.

The effect of the proposed patent defect exception to

finality when combined with the currently provided exceptions ,

is to also create a general warranty for six months following

acceptance . This is not accomplished , however, on a selective

basis in accordance with stated criteria as must be done

with specific warranties under regulatory provisions such

as ASPR 1—324.3. The -most significant criteria that would

not be considered is the cost impact to the Government when

the majority of fixed-price supply contracts are required

to contain the proposed patent defect exception to finality.

- 
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Although the Government has argued that “the cost of useless

goods is greater than the price paid for them , ” 12 this

simplistic answer to the question of costs only indicates

a true lack of understanding of the potential price increases

that could occur.

The specific language of the proposed patent defects

exception , and the apparent conflict between some of this

language and the proposed parallel change to FPR 1-14.206 ,

will in addition definitely initiate extensive litigation.

The language of the clause , for instance , provides an

exception to finality for patent defects, “the quantity and

nature of which” indicate a “failure to comply with the

inspection and records provisions of the contract.”13

Apparently, liability for a patent defect will survive

acceptance if there have been so many similar defects, or

if the defect is so obvious or gross that it could not be

concluded that the contractor had an adequate inspection and

records system. This language, however, clearly leaves a

great deal of room for varied interpretations. A large new

body of law will have to be developed to give guidance as

to how many defects are of sufficient quantity and what type

of defects are of the appropriate nature to indicate a poor

inspection system. It can easily be seen that the contracting

officer who attempts to apply this ambiguous language to

actual defects will probably encounter a siqnificant number

of appeals. In addition , the proposed changes to FPR 1-14.206

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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apparently conflict with the above discussed provision of

Section 5(e) and would allow the contracting officer to find

that liability for a patent defect survives acceptance, even

though there is no finding that the quantity and nature of

the defect evidenced a failure to comply with the inspection

requirements of the contract. The proposed amendment to

FPR 1-14.206 previously outlined would allow the contracting

of ficer to find that the contractor did not in fact maintain —

an acceptable inspection system simply because a patent defect

was discovered when the contractor’s record system indicated

that the supplies met the contract reqUirements)-4 Under

this system, the contractor can never win. If the product is

bad , but the contractor ’s records indicate it is good, the

contracting officer can find a failure to maintain a proper

inspection system. If the product is bad, and the contractor ’s

records indicate it is bad, then the contractor may be

liable for fraud or a gross mistake amounting to fraud.

In any event, the proposed change to FPR 1-14.206 certainly

creates a litigable issue as to the actual criteria to be

applied when considering the proposed patent defect exception

to finality.

A Time Limit on Claims for Latent Defects

The proposed changes to the standard Inspection clause

of Standard Form 32 also provide that post—acceptance claims

for latent defects will be limited to six years. Section 5(e)

of the proposed Inspection clause states that “acceptance 

— -~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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shall be conclusive except as regards (1) latent defects

discovered within six years after final payment.”15 The

intended purpose of this change was to give something to 
- -

the contractor in order to facilitate his acceptance of the

patent defects provisions described above. The Government

admits, however , that very little was given. A General

• • Services Administration position paper on the proposed

Inspection clause, for example, clearly states that “In

practice , the provability of latent defects decreases

rapidly with the passage of time,” and “DOD has granted

many deviations to the unlimited exception for major

contractors .”’6 In spite of the accuracy of the above—

quoted statements, the ASPR Committee strongly opposed such

a limitation when it was originally proposed.17 it was

the position of the ASPR Committee that although a time

limitation would be fair and equitable to the contractor,

there was little equity for the Government)-8 The ASPR

Committee finally agreed when the originally proposed time

limit was changed from three years to six. Although

members of the industry agreed to the original three-year

time limitation,19 they have not agreed to the six—year

limitation as currently proposed.

Since the proposed six-year time limit for latent

defects has little effect  on the Government , and in turn

affords little protection to the contractor, it is of little

consequence in obtaining the ultimate objective of acquiring

Fl
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quality products at a reasonable price . If an effective

compromise is to be made, whether as a tradeoff for post—

acceptance liability for patent defects or as an equitable

allocation of risk, it cannot be based upon a useless

alteration in the present clause.

Establishment of Separate Remedies for

Defects Discovered af ter Acceptance

The proposed standard Inspection clause for fixed-price

supply contracts also provides for a new Section 5(f) which

would establish separate post—acceptance remedies when

acceptance is revoked due to the four stated exceptions to

-finality. The current two—step remedial system as previously

discussed would only be applied during pre-acceptance.

Under the proposed new Section 5(f), if acceptance is

revoked due to one of the four exceptions to finality , the

Government could require correction or replacement in

accordance with a new delivery schedule, or return the

goods and demand a refund of amounts previously paid. If

the Government demands correction or replacement, and the

contractor does not do so, the Government could also seek

an equitable reduction in price and retain the goods. In

addition , if the contractor fails to either correct or

replace, agree to a reduction in price, or refund amounts

paid , as may be required , the Government could also by

contract or otherwise obtain correction or replacement and

charge such costs to the contractor.2°
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It can be seen that two important differences from

the current remedial system are contained in the proposed

post-acceptance remedies. First, a restitutionary remedy

is provided as an alternative to initially demanding

correction and replacement. Through this restitutionary

remedy , if the Government does not desire correction or

replacement , it may demand repaymen t of the purchase price

directly under the Inspection clause. It is to be noted ,

however, that if the contractor refuses to refund the mor~ y.

the Government may then only obtain correction or replacement

itself and cannot seek an equitable reduction in price. The

latter remedy is only available where the contractor refuses

to correct or replace as requested . The second important

difference is the lack of any provision for default termina-

tion and the corresponding right to excess cost of reprocure—

ment.

The establishment of a separate post—acceptance

remedial system, and the inclusion of a restitutionary

remedy and exclusion of the default remedy,  is reflective

of the view of both Government and industry that in many

cases the current remedies are not suited for a post—

acceptance situation. In certain instances , for example,

the Government may not wish to deal further with the

contractor that has delivered defective goods that were

accepted due to fraud or gross mistakes amounting to fraud.

The Government’s needs or requirements may also have chang~d
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and correction or replacement may not be desired . In such

cases , a restitutionary remedy is appropriate . Although

restitution has been consistently utilized outside of the

standard Inspection clause, the Government has argued tha t

inclusion of a specific restitutionary remedy within the

clause will clarify its use and give the Government a

needed alternative post—acceptance contractual remedy.21

Industry on the other hand has argued that termina tion for

default as provided for in the standard Inspection clause

is not an appropriate remedy in the post-acceptance

situation. 22

Either through compromise or merit, the Government

wisely deleted the default provision in exchange for the

post—acceptance restitutionary remedy . The proposed

remedial provisions are a needed and useful clarification

of the Government’ s rights and the contractor ’s liability

in the pre- and post-acceptance environment. It recognizes

legitimate differences in the two situations and establishes

an equitable and effective remedial structure for each.

Should and Will the Changes Be Adopted?

With the exception of the proposal for separate pos t—

acceptance remedies , the proposed changes to the standard

Inspection clause will not be beneficial to either the

Government or the contractor and should not be adopted.

The proposal to add an exception to f inal i ty  of acceptance

— ~~~- — .-
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for patent defects that indicate a failure to comply with

the contractor ’s inspection responsibility will be extremely

diff icul t  to apply and may unfair ly shift  a greater risk to

the contractor without a corresponding benefit in return .

If the real problem is the inability of the Government to

efficiently conduct pre-acceptance inspections or manage

quality—assurance programs, the solution is to either

protect the Government by purchasing a true warranty or

significantly expanding the Government’s pre—acceptance

inspection role. A hybrid solution as proposed will not

render the benefits of either.

The proposed six-year limitation for latent-defect

claims is also unacceptable in that it changes very little

and is a useless gesture. Since latent defect claims are

rarely asserted beyond six years following acceptance, the

rights of the Government and liabilities of the contractor

are unaffected.

In spite of the serious problems described above , the

of ficial position of both the Federal Procurement Regulation

Staff and the Armed Services Procurement Committee remains

for adoption. Internal waters, however, are in reality not

so smooth and indicate the unlikelihood of such adoption.

Counsel for the General Services Administration , for example,

has indicated serious reservations about the proposed clause

and feels that a tremendous increase in litigation may occur

due to the vague and ambiguous language.23 Similarly , the 

- - 
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ASPR Subcommittee on Warranties has continued to recommend

that the clause not be approved in spite of the full  ASPR

Committee approval.24 Industry has also, of course , strongly

indicated their disapproval of the proposed patent defect

exception and can present a formidable barrier to adoption.

The most important indication , however, that the proposed

clause will not be adopted is the position of the Office

of Federal Procurement Policy that in formulating the new

Federal Acquisition system, the Uniform Commercial Code

should be used to the greatest extent possible.25 This

position , of course , is contrary to both the proposed and

current standard Inspection clause provisions for post—

acceptance liability and would suggest a limited right of

inspection, the application of implied warranties, and

revocation of acceptance within a reasonable time only for

substantial nonconformities.26
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CONCLUSION

The Government has generally had very limited success

in establishing the existence of latent defects, fraud , or

gross mistakes amounting to fraud. Board and court decisions

have created complicated elements of proof and have placed

a very heavy burden upon the Government. As a result, the

subject exceptions to finality of acceptance have afforded

very little protection against the inability of the Govern-

ment to discover certain types of defects during pre—

acceptance inspection and testing.

In spite of the lack of success with current exceptions

to finality of acceptance , a serious proposal has been made

to add a new exception for patent defects that reflect a

failure of the contractor to adequately comply with the

quality-assurance provision of the contract. This proposal

appears to be based on the realization that current Govern-

ment inspection and quality—control programs have not

succeeded in insuring contract compliance. If such is the

case, there may be a definite need to reassess the Govern-

ment’s dependence on-pre—acceptance inspection and post—

acceptance exceptions to finality of acceptance. The

answer may be to reduce this dependence and to reestablish

the traditional post-acceptance remedies as provided by

the common law or the Uniform Commercial Code.
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GENERAL PROVISIO NS
(Construction Contract)

1. Dnnr~irxo is unless this period is extended by the Government. The state-
(a) The term “head of the agency” or “Secretary” as used ment of claim hereunder may be included in the notice under

herein means the Secretary, the Under Secretary, ~~~ 
(b) above. -

As-.dstant Secretary, or any other head or assistant head ((I No claim by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment
of the executive or military department or other Federal hereunder shall be allowed if asse rted af t e r  final payment
agency; and the term “his duly authorized representative ” under this contract.
means any person or persons or board (other than the Con. 

~~• DIFfrtRIN G SITh CO~ DITIO~ Stracting Officer) authorized to act for the head of the agency
or the Secretary. (a) The Contractor shall promptly, and before such con-

(b) The term “Contracting Officer ” as used herein means ditions are disturbed , notify the Contracting Officer in wr i t ing
the person executing this contract on behalf -“ the Govern- of :  (1) Subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site
ment and includes a duly appointed successor ~,r authorized differing materially from those indicated in this contract ,
representative, or (2) unknown physical conditions at the site, of an un-usual nature , differ ing materially from those ordinarily
2. Si’EcirzcAtiorss Ar~D Daiwi~ics encountered and generally recognized as inhering in work

The Contractor shall keep on the work a copy of the draw- of the characte r provided for in this contract. The Contract-
ings and specifications and shall at all times give the Con- ing Officer shall pr omptly investigate the conditions , and if
tracting Officer access thereto. Anything mentioned in the he finds that such conditions do materially so differ and cause
specifications and not shown on the drawings, or shown on an increase or decrease in the Contractor ’s cost of , or the
the drawings and not mentioned in the specifications , shall time required f o r, performance of any part of the work under
be of like effect as it shown or mentioned in both. in case of this contract , whether or not changed as a result of such
difference between drawings and specifications, the specifi- conditions , an equitable adjustment shall be made and the
cations shall govern. In case of discrepancy either in the contract modified in writing accordingl~r.
figures, in the drawings, or in the spcciñcations, the matter (b) No claim of the Contractor unoer this clause shall be
shall be promptly submitted to tne Contracting Officer who allowed unless the Contractor has given the notice required
shall promptly snake a determination in writing. Any a~just - in (a) above; provided, however, the time prescribed therefor
ment by the Contractor without such a determination shall may be extended by the Government,
be at his own risk and expense. The Contracting Officer shall (c) No claim by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment
furnish from time to time such detail drawings and other hereunder shall be allowed if asserted after final payment
information as he may consider necessary, unless otherwise under this contract.
provided. 5. TEIuIINATION Fog DEFAULT—DAMAGrS FOR Dm~ y—Tzam
3. CnA~ c~s Exr~xsions

(a) The Contracting Officer may, at any time, without notice (a) If the Contractor refuses or fails to prosecute thu work
to the sureties, by written .order designated or indicated to be or any separable part thereof , with such diligence •-ss will
a change order, make any change in the work within the insure its completion within the time specified in this contract ,
genera l scope of the contract, including but not limited to or any extension thereof , or fails to complete said work with-
changes: in. such time, the Government may , by written notice to the

Contractor , terminate his right to proceed with the work or(1) In the specifications (including drawings and such part of the work as to which there ha~ been delay. Indesigns) ; such event the Government may take over the work and prose-(2) I,n the method or manner of performance of the cute the same to completion , by contract or otherwise, andwork ; may take possession of and utilize in completing the work(3) In the Government-furnished facilities, equipment , such materials, applia nces, and plant as may be on the sitemateri’.is, services, or site; or - of the w ork and necessary therefor . Whether or not the
(4) Directing acceleration in the performance of the Contractor’s right to proceed with the work is terminated , he

work. • and his sureties shall be liable for any damage to the Govern-
(b) Any other written order or an oral order (which terms nient resulting from his refusal or failure to complete the

as used in this paragraoh (b) shall include direction , instruc- work within the specified time.
tion , interpretation , or determination ) from the Contracting (b) If fixed and agreed liquidated damages are provided
Officer , which causes any such change , shall be treated as a in the contract and if the Govern m ent so terminates the Con.
change order under this clause, provided that the Contractor tractor’s right to proceed, the resulting damage will consist
gives the Contracting Officer written notice stating the date, of r .zch liquidated damages unt il such reasonable time as may
circumstances, and source of tile order and that the Con- be required for final completion of the work together wit~s
tractor regards the order as a change order, any increased costs occasioned the Government in complet-

(c) Except as herein provided , no order , statement, or ing the work.
conduct of the Contracting Officer shall be treated as a (c) If fixed and agreed liquidated damages are provided
change under this clause or entitle the Contractor to an in the contract and if the Government does not so terminate
equitable adjustment hereunder. - the Contractor ’s righ t to proceed, the resulting damage will

(d) If any change under this clause causes an increase consist of such liquidated damages until the work is corn-
or decrease in the Contractor ’s cost of , or the time required pb~ted or aec~ptcd.
for, the perfo rmance of any part of the work under this con- (d) The Contractor ’s right to uroceed shall not he so ter-
tract, whether or not changed by any order , an equitable niinated nor the Contractor charged with re sulting damage
adjustment shall be made and the contract modified in writ- i f :
ing nccordingly: Provided , however , That except for claims (1) The delay in the completion of the work arises from
based on defective specifications, no claim for any change unforerceabi e c:iuses beyond the control and without the
under (b) above shall be allowed for any costs incurred fault or negli gence of the Contractor , inc luding but not
more than 20 days befo re the Contractor gives written notice restricted to , acLc of Cod, acts of the pub lic cmi . ’my, f le t s of
as t’nerein required: And provided f u r the r , That in the case the Government in either its sovereign or coim t r aetmial Ca-
of defective specifications for which the Government is parity, acts of m’.nothor contractor in the performance of a
responsible, the equitab le adjustment shall ir ,cliui” a,i~ • in- eo?itrart wi t ) ,  the Covernment , fires, flnorl~. cpuloniies , quar-
cren .etl cost reasonably incurred by the Contractor in ant in e rv :;tr i, ’tions , strikes , freig ht embargoes, unu - -ually - -
attempt ing to com ply with such defective specilications. severe w, :tt h e r , or d~lav~ of subcontr actors or sui ’i ’l ier~(e) If the Contractor intend s to asrert a claim for an - 

ar i simig fro:-, unfo re~m’eabk caures beyond th e ’ contro l and
equitable adj us tment  under th is clause , he must , w i t h i n  ~vi th out  the fault  or negligence of both the Contractor and
30 days after recei pt of a writ ten change order under (a) such subco~ti-ar -tnrs or suppl ier s; and
above or the furnishing of a writt en notice under (h ) above, (~ ) The Contra ct or , wi t h in  10 days fr om the beginning
submit to the Contracting Orneor a written statement setting of any such ilciny (uOlc,s the Conmnr ~ic t n ~ Ot hir. ’r grant s  a
forth the genera l nature and monetary extent of such claim , further period of time b~fere the dat,’ of tiu.~i pa ynmen t
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nder the cent m et), notifies the Contracting Officer ~a pletion and acceptance of the contract work. However, it¶ ‘ritiag of the causes of delay. - the (.ontraeting Officer, at any time after bO Percent of the
work has been completed, finds that satisfactory progress is

The ‘~ontracting Officer shall ascertain the facts and the ex being made, he may authorize payment in full of e~eh ~) ro rcss
t~ o~ the Ji-lay and extend the time for com pleting the work payment for work performed beyond the öO r.cr~~nt stage of
~ n, in his $udgment , the findings of fact j ustify such an (‘X completion. Also, whenever the work is sulmstantiahly completet. iion , and his findings of faict shall be final and conclusive the Contracting Officer, if lie considers the amount ret,ziineil
on the parties, suhiect only to appeal as provided in Clause 6 to be in excess of the amount adequate f or  the protection of
of these General Provisions. , , , - the Covcriirnent, at his discretion, may release to the Con..rac-

e) If , after notice of termination of the Contractor’s right tor all or a portion of such excess amount. Furthermore , on
ts iroceed under the provisions of this clause, it is dcternmircd . completion and acceptance of each separate building, publicf any reason that the Contractor was not in default under work, or other division of the contract, on which the ;‘ricc isthe provisions of this clause, or that the delay was excusable stated i;eparatcly in the contract, payment may be made there-under the provisions of th is clause, the rights and oblmgations for without retention of a percentage.
o ime parties zhall , if the contract contains a clause provid- (d) All material and work covered by progress payments

- ii for termination for convenience of the Government, be made shall thereupon become the sole property of the Coy-
t saint as if the notice of termination had been issued hiul’. ernment, but this provision shall not be construed as re-

I suant to such clause. If, in the foregoing circumstances, this lieving the Contractor froni the sole responsibility for allcontract does not contain a clause providing for terynmnatmon material and work upon which payments have been made or
f- convenience of the Government . the contract shall be the restoration of any damaged work. or as waiving thee itably adjusted to compensate for such termination and right of the Government to require the fulfill m ent of all
t... contract modified accord,r.gly; fai!ure to agree to any such of the terms of the contract
adjustment shall be a dispute concerning a question of fact (e) Upon completion and acceptance of all work, the amountwithin the meaning of the clause of this contract entitled due the Contractor under this contract shall be paid upon

sputes.” the presentation of a properly executed voucher and afterf) The rights and remedies of the Government provided the Contractor shall have furnished the ~ orcrnmen t with a
i~. Jiis clause are in addition to any other rights and remedies release of all claims against the Government arising by virtue

- provided by law or under this contract.. of this contract, other than claims in stated amounts as may
“tt) As used in Paragraph (d) (1) of this clause, the term be specifically excepted by the Contractor f rom the operationbcontractors or suppliers” means subcontractors or sup- of the release. If the Contractor’s claim to amoun ts payablep :rs at any tier, under the contract has been assigned under the Assignment of

Claims Act of 3940, as amended (31 U.S.C. 203, 41 U.S.C. 15),6. DISPUTES a release may also be required of the assignee.
‘a) Except as otherivise provided in this contract , any dis- -

p e concerning a question of fact arising under this contract 8. ASSIOrWENr or CLMIeS
v .ch is not disposed of by agreement shall be decided by the (a) Pursuant to the provisions of the Assignment of Claims
Contracting Officer , who shall reduce his decision to writing Act of 1940, as amended (31 U.S.C. 203, 41 U.S.C. 15), if this
and mail or otherwise furnish a copy th ereof to the Contrac- contract provides for payments aggregating $1,000 or more,tr- The decision of the Contracting Officer ahall be final and claims for moneys due or to become due the Contractor from
c elusive unless, within 30 days from the date of receipt of the Government under this contract may be assigned to a
s h copy, the Contractor mails or otherwise furnishes to the bank, trust company, or other financing institutic.a, includ-
Contracting Officer a written appeal addressed to the head of ing any Federal lending agency, and may thr reafter be
the agency involved. The decision of the head of the agency further assigned and reassigned to any such institution.
o ‘~is duly authorized representative for the determination of Any such assignment or reassignment shall cover all amour.ts
s h appeals shall be final and conclusive. This provision payable under this contract and not already paid, and shall
s II not be pleaded in any suit involving a question of fact not be made to more than one party, except that any such
arising under this contract as limiting j i.’dic al review of any assignment or reassignment may be made to one party as
such decision to cases where fraud by such official or his rop agent or trustee for two or more parties participating in such
r ~ntative or board is alleged: Provided , I,owevcr , That any financing. Unless otherwise provided in this contract, s ay-
s h decision shall be fnal and conclusive unless the mine is ments to an assignee of any moneys due or to become due
f udulent or capricious or arbitrary or so grossly erroneous under this contract shall not, to the extent provided in said
as necersarily to imply bad faith or is not supported by sub- Act , as amended, be subject to reduction or setoff. (The pre-
stant ial evidence. In connection with any appeal proceeding ceding sentence applies only if this contract is made in time
u er this clause, the Contractor shall be afforded an oppor- of war or national emergency as defined iii said Act; and is
t it:; to be heard and to offer evidence in support of his ap- with the Department of Defense, the General Services Ad-
p...l. Pending final decimion of a dispute hereunder, the Con- ministration, the Energy Research and Development Adniinis.
tractor shall proceed diligently with the performance of the tration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
contract and in accordance with the Contracting Officer’s the Federal Aviation Administration, or any other department
d ision. or agency oL the United States designated by the President

b) This Disputes clause does not preclude consideration of pursuant to Clause 4 of the proviso of section 1 of the Assign-
q..,.stions of law in connection with decisions provided for ment of Claims Act of 1940, as amended by the Act of May 15,
In paragraph (a) above. Nothing in this contract, however, 1951, 65 Stat. 41.)
sh~lI he construed as making final the decision of any admin- (b) In no event shall copies of this contract or of any plans,
1’ -ative official, representative, or board on a question of law, specifications, or other similar documents relating to work

under this contract, if’ marked “Top Secret,” “Secret,” or7. 2A~’Mr~ TS TO CO?~TRACTOR “Confidential,” be furnislied to any assignee of any cl”im
(a) The Government will pay the contract price as herein- arising under this contract or to any other person not en-

a~’~r provided, titled t~ receive the same. However, a copy of any part or all
b) The Government will make progrerr payments monthly of this contract so marked may be furnished, or any umforma-

a the work proceeds, or at more frequent mntcr~’als as deter- tion contained therein may be disclosed, to such assignee
mined by the Contracting Officer, on estimates approved by upon the prior written authorisation of the Contracting
the Contracting Officer. If requested by the Contracting Officer.
C~~cer, the Contractor shall furnish a breakdown of the total
c- tract price showing the amount included therein for each 9. MATERIAl. AND V, ORKMANSHIP
p icipal category of the work, in such detail as requested, to (a) Unless otherwise suecificahly provided in this eoiitrnrt,
provide a basis for determining progress payments. In the all equjument, material, and articles incorporated in the
preparation of e.ctimates the Contracting Omcer, at his dis- work covered by this contract are to be new and of the most
c ion, may authorize material delivered en the site and pre- suitable grade for the purpose intended. Unlcss otherwise
p atory work done to be taken into consideration. Material specifically provided in this contract , reference to any equip-
d. vered to t he Contractor at locations other than the site ment, material, article, or patented process. by trade cams,
may also be taken into consideration (I) if such consideration make, or catalog nunihmer, shall be regarded as establishing
is specifically authori~m~d by the contract and (2) if the Con- a standard of quality and shall not be constru ed as limiting
t’~ ‘~tor furnishes satisf actory evidence that he has acquired competition, and the Contractor may, at his ontion, use any

to such material and that it will be utilized on the work equipment, material, article, or proccs~. v.hmc’h, iii the jmmdg .
c .~:rcnl by this contract.. ment of the Contracting Officer, is equal to that nanmed. ‘I he

(c)  In making such progress psvmcnt.c, there shall be ye- Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting Ofi~ccr for his
tam ed 10 percent of the estimated amount until final corn- approval the name of the manufacturer, the modcl number,
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and other identifying data and inform ation respecting the 11. SVYERINTENULNCE ~y Co~mAcros
performance, capacity, nature, and rating of the machumery The Contractor , at all times during perfo rmance and untiland mechanical and other equip m ent whic h the Contractor the work is completed and accepted , shall give his pem~t ’rtalcontemplates incorporating in the work. ~Vben required by superinten dence to the work or have on th~ work a cnnmpi ti ’ntthis contract or when called for by the Contractimig Officer, superjptcndemit , satisfactory to the Contracting Officer mind
the Contr.tetor shall furnish the Contractin g Officer for wit l~ authority to act for the Contractor.approval fu l l  info rmation concerning the material or ar ticles -
w hich he contemplates incorp ora t inz in the ivurk . %~‘hen so 12. PEn~zzTs AND RasroNsreiurns
directed , samples shall be submitted for approval at the Con’ The Contractor shall, without additional expense to thetractor ’s expense , with mill sh ipp ing  charges prenaid. Ma- Government , be responsible for obtaining any necessarychinery , equipment , material , and articles installed or used licenses ~nd permits, a nd for comp lyi ng with any appi cablewithout required approval shall be at t h e  risk of subsequent Federal , State, and municipa l laws , codes , and regulatio:~s,rejection. in connection with the pros~euti on of the work, lie ~liahl be(b) AU work under this contract shall be performed in S sim~ii larly responsib le for till ‘Iamnges to persons or propert yskillful iind workmanlike rranner . The Contracting Officer that occur as a result of his fault  or negli g . -mmce . lie shall takemay, in ~vr it in~ . require the Contractor to remove from the proper safety and health Precautions to protect the work ,work any employee the Contracting Officer deems incompe- the workers, the nublic, and the property of others . lie shall
tent, careless or otherwise obj ect ionable. also be reapons ,b(e for all materials delivered and work per-

formed until completion and acceptance of the entire con-10. INsPECTION AND ACCEPTANcE struction work, exceot for any completed unit of construction
(a) All work (which term includes but is not restricted to thereof which theretofore may have been accepted.

materials, workmanship, and manufacture and fabrication of -

components ) shall be sub’ect to inspection and test by the Coy- 13. CONDITIONS AFFECTING TIlE WOR K
emment at all reasonable times and at all places prior to The Contractor shall be responsible for having taken steps
acceptance. Any such insnection and test is for the sole benefit reasonably necessary to ascertain the natur e  and location of
of the Government and s’halI not relieve the Contractor of the the work , and the general and local con ditions which can
responsibility of providing quality contro l measures to assure affect the work or the cost thereof. Any failure by the Con-
that the work strictly complies with the contract requirements. tractor to do so will not relieve him from re~.ponsibility for
No inspection or test by the Government shall be construed successfully performinw the work without additional expense
as constituting or implying acceptance. Inspection or test to the Government. The Government assum es no respon~i-
&iall not relieve the Contractor of responsibi lity for damage to bility for any understanding or representat ions concerning
or loss of the material prior to acceptance, nor in any way af- conditions made by any of its officers or agents prior to the
feet the continuing rimrhts of the Government after acceptance execution of this contract , unless such und~rrtan~ing or rep-
of the completed work unuer the terms of paragraph (f) of resentations by the Government are expressly sta ted in the
this clause, except as hereinabove provided, contract.

(b) The Contractor shall , withou t charge, replace any
material or correct any workmanshi p found by time Govern- 14. OTHER CONTR.tCTS
ment not to conform to the contract requirements, unless in The Government may undertake or award other contracts
the public interest the Government consents to accept sech for additional work , and the Contractor shall ful ly cooperate
material or workmanship with an appropriate adjustment in with such other contractors and Government emplo~-ees a nd
contract price. The Contractor shall promptly segregate and carefully fit hi~- own work to such addit ional work as may be
remove rejected material from the premises . directed by the Contracting Officer. The Contractor ‘shall nat

(c) If the Contractor does not promptly replace rejected commit or nermit any act which will inter fere with the per-
• material or correct rej ected workmanship, the Governrmept formance of work by any other contractor or by Governmen t

(1) may, by contract or otherwise, rep lace such material or employees.
correct such ~ror l:zrmanshin and charge the cost thereof to the
Contractor, or (2) may termir.ate the Contractor’s right to ~~ SII~P DRAWINGS
proceed in accordance with the clause of th is contract entitled (a) The term “shot, drawings” includes drawings , diagrams,
“Termination for Default—Damages for Delay—Time Ex- layouts , schematics, àeseripti ve literature , i l l u strat ions, schcd-
tensions.’,’ miles , p erformance and test dat-a , and simi!:tr materials fur-

(d) The Contractor shall fu rnish promptly , without addi- nished by t ime Contractor to exp lain in detai l specific portions
tional charge, all fac~litiea, labor , and material reasonably of the work required by the contract.
needed for performing such safe and convenien t inspection (bI If this contract recmnires shop drawings , the Contractor
and test as may be required by the Contracting Officer. All shall coordinate all such drawings , and revie~v them for tic-
inspection and test by the Government shall be performed curacy, compl.4eness, and compliance wi th  contract require-
in such manner as not unnecessarily to delay the work. ments and shall indicate his annroval th~teon as evidence of
Special , full size, and rerformanee tosta shall be performed such coordination and review . Shop drawings submitted to the
as described in this contract. The Government reserves the Contracting Officer without evidance of the Contractor ’s ntp-
right to charge to the Contractor any additional cost of in- pros-al may be returned for resubi&ssion. The Contract ng
snection or test when material or workmanship is not ready Officer will indicate his anoroval or disapproval of th~ sh”p
at the time specified by the Contractor for inspection or test drawings and if not approved as submitted shall indicate his
or when reinspection or retest is necessitated by prior rejec- reasons therefor. Any wur~ done prior to such approval shall
tion. be at the Contractor’s risk. An~rovnj by the Contracting Of-

(e) Should it be considered necessary or advisable by the ficer shall not rol ieve time Contractor from responsibility for
Government at any time before acceattince of the entire work any errors or crnis&ons in such drawings . nor from respen-
to make an examination of work already comnleted , by remov- sibility for complying with the requir~’nments of this contract,
Ing or tearing out same, the Contractor shall, on request, except with respect to variations described and nppFoved in
promptly furnish all n~t’escarv facilities , labor. and material, accordance with (c) below.
If such work is found to be (lOfectk-e or nonconforming in any ic) If shon drawiii~s show varbtions from the contract re-
material ren,j ect, due to the fault of the Contractor or his quirernents , the Contr actor shal l describe ~ueh variat ions in
subcontractors, he shall defray all the c~pemm5es of such exam- writiur. s~’parate from the drawintra , at the t i n ~ of subm~s-
Inat ion and of satisfactory reconstruction. If.  however, such sian. If the Contrnct ir .’r Officer an’,roves any such varia-
work if found to meet the reqtmiremt- :~ts of the contract , an tion(s), Ime ~h n!l issue sn appropriate cont ~nrt modit~eation,
equitah e adj ustment shall be mantle in the contract price to excct,t that, if the var in t i en  in mn~nor and dc ~~-~ not iims’nl ,-e a
compensate the Contractor for the additional services in- channe in price or in time of performance, a modification r.~volved in such exam ination mmd reconstrt~et on and, i f coin- not be issued.
plc’tinn of the work has been delaycml thereby, he shal l , in
addition, be graemted a suitable extemuij on of time. 16. Ust: ANti Posq,~satoN l’muon TO Co\n’Lr-rmON

(f~ Unk ;a otherwise nrovi,lcd in this contract . ncrnntapi’e The Government shall Imave the right to t~l~e pos~-’ssiot~ of
by the (;overminmi’mmt shall hi’ madt’ u S  nr ,,mntls- as In-act icat’lo or use any c’eni pleteil om- parti -d l y completed ~ u-I of the weris .
after eo,r pleti ‘n mmml inpertion of ~ll work renimired by this Prior to such ;~i~sessiamm or use . the Cmit ~~~~ O~li~er ~l.~ h l
contract , or that portion of time v• om-k th.it the Contracting furnish ( It’ (‘tuitractt ’r an itcm~ o,l lt :t of ~~ork  rt’n)ainin~ to
Ofli. .‘r d -ternm n”s can he necentril r.~’parntelv. Acecutanee simall lit’ nerfornu’d or cerree~.’,l on nit t ~~~~~

-. of tIn’ t ,.’ .i tiC

1w fm n:ml and conclusive ~-seept as rcg.,r.ls l.itt’nt detects. ft,i’uI, an’ to he m,e-.r,’~st’il oi• tiv- ,l liv tin’ C ‘ ,‘rn c~”nt ,iruvi.l.sl t I ut
or such gm ;; niistnh , ’~ as inns’ mi n ni tmimi  to fraud, or as re~artls fa~l”rc’ to list an~

- it-nu of wet-I; sli:i!l m . n  rt-lmt ’ve tb~’ I - -~~ -

lb. Government’s rights minm ler any warranty or guarantee. s tractor of responsibility for eotn;ihiatwc s~ Itli the t ,’ imn ’~ of thc
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contract. Such possession or use shall not he ileomed an ac- p!nyees against liability, including costs and expenses, forCeptanee of any work under the contract, ~Vhite the Govern- mnfringem”nt. upon any l.ettu- rs J’at~nt of tho tJnit -d Statesmacnt has such possession or misi’ , the Contractor , notwith- (except Lctt ’i- s Patent i~s•ieil upon an application which isstanding the provisions of the cl:tuse of thimi contract entitled now cur may hereafter be, (or i- asons of national security ,“Permits and lIesponsib il ities ,” shall be reli -ve l of~ time ri’— ordered by time Coserament to be kept s,’cret or otherwi’;esponsibility for the loss or damage to the work resulting (root ss-j (hheld from issue) arising out of the performance of thist ime Government’s possession or use. If such j rmor poxxe!smon contract or out of the uro ox- disposal by or for the account of
-. or use by thc Government delays the liroirress of the svork or the Govr’ rmmm’-nt of suppIie~ furnished or cori~truct ion workcauses additional expense to the Contractor , an i-quutahk’ ad- performed hereunder,

j u stn tent in the contract price or the time of comp letion will
be made and time contract s~.aLL be modified in writ ing accord- 22. ADDITI O N.tt .  BOND SECURITY
ingly. If any surety upon any bond furnished in connection with

th is contract heroines unacceptable to the Government , or if17, SusPEN~ToN or Woax any such surety fails to fu r ,m i sh reports as to his financial
(a) The Contracting Officer may order the Contractor in condition fromn t ime  to time as requ”.-ted by the Gor,-rnmn,-nt ,writing to suspend , delay, or interrupt all or any part of the or if the cootra ’-t price is in c reased to surh an extent that ti mework for such period of time as he may determine to be ap- penal sum of any bond becornrs inadequate in the opi mmi on ofpropriate for the ronvunience of the Government . t ite Contr act inir Oiiicer , the Contractor sh~ J l prmn~ t ly  fur n ish(b) If the performance of all or any part of the work is , fo r sucim additional security as m a y  hi’ required front time to timean unreasonable period of time , suspended, delayed , or mnter- to pro t ect the interests of the Government and of persons sup-s-upted by an act of the Contracting Officer in the ad:nini stra- plying labor or materials in the prosecution of the work con-tiop of this contract , or by his failure to act within the time temulated by this contract.

specified in this contract (or if no time is specified, within  a
reasonable t ime),  an adjustment shall be made for army in- 23. EXAM INATION OF REcoiws uv C0MrTR0LTER GENERAL
crease in the cost of performance of .this contract (excluding (a) This clause is applicable if the amount of this contractprofit) necessari ly caused by such u n reasonable suspen si on , exceeds $10,011;) ar.,t was enter:’d into by nn-’ans o, mIe~otiatuon ,delay, or interruption and the contract modified imi writing including small business restricted advertising, but ia nut ap-accordingly. However, no adj ustm ent shall be made under plicable if this contract was entered into by means of formalthis clause for any suspension , delay, or interruption to the advertising.
extent (1) that performance would have been so suspended , (b) The contractor agrees that the Comptroller General of
delayed, or interrupted by any other cause, including the the United States or any of his duly authorized representa-fault or negligence of the Contractor or (2) for which an equi- tives shall , unti l  the expiration of 3 years after final payment
table adjustment is provided for or excluded under any other under this contract or such lesser time specified in either Ap-provision of this contract. pendix M of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation or(c) No claim under this clause shall be allowed (1) for any the Federal Procurement Regulations Part 1—20, as appro-costs incurred more than 20 days before time Contractor shall priate , have access to and the right to examine any directlyhave notified the Contracting Officer in writing of the act or pert inent books, documents, papc”s, and records of the con-failure to act involved (but this requirement shall not apply tractor involving transactions related to this contract.as to a claim resulting from a suspension order), and (2) (c) The Contractor further agrees to inulu le in all his sub-unb’ss the claim , in an amount stated , is asserted in writing contracts hereunder a provicion to the effect that the sub-as saon as practicable after the termination of such suspen- contractu ” agrees that tha Comptroller Gem-m i of the Unite dsion , ‘delay, or interruption , but not later than the date of States or any of his duly authorized representatives shall , unti lfinal payment under the contract the expiratior, of 3 years after final payment under thti sub-

contract or such lesser time s’;ecifled in either Appendix M of18. T1~RMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE OF THE GovrnNME~~ the Armed Services l’ro~uremmi ent Regulation ot- the FederalIf not physically incorporated elsewhere, the clause in See- 
- Procurement Begulations Part 1—20 , as appropriate , have ac-ifon 1—8.703 of the Federa l Procurement Regulations , or pars- cess to and the righ t to examine any directly pertinent books,graph 7—6 02 .29(a) of the Armed Services Procurement Reg- documents , papers, and records of such subcontractor , involv-ulation , as app licable, in effect on the date of this contract is ing transactions related to the subcontract. The tcmns “sub-hereby incorporated by reference as fully as if set forth at contract” as used in this clau se excludes (1) purchase orderslength herein, not exceeding $10,000 and (2) subeontmacts or purehasa orders

for public uti l i ty services at rates establiahed for un ifo rm ap-19. PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON CONTRAC’rORs’ CLAIMS plicability to the general public.
(a) If an appeal is filed by the Contractor from a final de- (d) The periods of access and examination described in (b)cision of the contracting Officer under the Disputes clause of and (c) , ab ove , for records which relate to ( 1) appeala underthis contract , denying a claim arising under the contract, the “Disputes” clause of th is contract , (2) l i t igation or thesimple interest on the amount of the claim finally determined settlement of claims arising out of the performance of thisowed by the Government shall be payable to the Contractor, contract, or (3) costs and expenses of this contract as to whichSuch interest shall be at the rate determined by the Secre - excention has been taken by the Comptroller General or any

tory of the Treasury pursuant to Public Law ti2—41, ~5 Stat. of his du ly authorized representatives, shall continue until
97, f rom time date the Contractor furnishes to the Contract- such appeals, litigation, claims, or exceptions have been dis-jag Officer his written appeal under the Disputes clause of posed of.
this contract , to the date of (1) a fir .al judgment by a court
of competent Jurisdiction, or (2) mailing to the Contractor of 24. BUY AMEEICAN
a supplemental agreement for execution either confirming (a) Agre ement. In ‘accordance with the Buy American Actcompleted negotiations between the parties or carrying out a (41 U.S.C. 10.x—lOd), and Executive Order 1058~, December
decision of a board of contract appoa!s. 17, 1954 (3 (‘FR, 1954—fig Comp., ~t. 230), as amne nd -nI by(b) Notwithstanding (a) above, (1) interest shall be tip- Executive Order 11051, September 27, 1962 (3 CFI~, i0~9—t~3plied only from the date payment was due, if such date is later Comp,, p. 625), the Contractor agrees that only domestic con-
than the filing of appeal; and (2)  interest shall not he paid for struetion material will be used (by the Contrnet,,r, subcon-
any period of time that the Contracting Officer cletem-inines the tractors, matermalnien, timid suppliers) in the performance of
Contractor has unduly delayed in pursuing his remedies before this contract, except for-nondomnestic material listed in thea board of contract appeals or a court of corn petent ju risdic- contract.
tion. (b) Domestic constructio n inef rrf r. t.  “Construction material”

means any article, material, or sunnlv brought to the con-20. PRICING OF ADJUSTMENT S str ucti orm 5ttp for irteorporation in the buildi ng or work. An
~Vhen costs are a factor in any determination of a contract unrna nu m ftm etu re d construction material is a “domestic c a -price adjustment pursmmant to the Change s clause or any other struction material” ~ i it has been mined or iiroducc i iii theprovision of t h i s  contract , such costs shall he in accordance United State s . A manuf ;tctnm-ed cc’nstrum- tin ;m materi a l  i s a

with the contract cost nrin eiple s and procedures in Pnrt 1—15 “domestic c’onstruct iomi materi al” if it has ht’~’mi mnmm ’ mfz melum r t- clof the i”edrral Procurement Regulations, (4 1 (‘FR 1— 15) or in the United States amid if th~ co .t of its counpi ’nents whichSection ‘XV of the Armed Services Proc-urenwnt Regulation, have been mined, produced , or m:tnufaet urisl 1mm the (l imited
as app licable , which are in effect on the date of this contract. 

- States exceeds f O  percent of’ the cost of ni l  its eiin;; -m”n ’s.- “Comp onent” nm - ;mn s nay artic le . m aterial , or su;.l’!y direc tl y21. PATENT INImEMNITY incorporated in a eenst rj metb~n immateri al,
Excent as otherwise nrovitled , the Contractor agrees to ( c )  I) ,arr( i ’ ro mn : a m l e n ( .  A cu ’;nponent shall i.e considered

Indemnify the Governm ent and its officers , agents , and em- to have been “m~aed , produced , or mami u ( a~’turctl in the
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United States” (regardless of its source in fact) if the article, 26. COvI NAN T AGAmNs’r CON TINCF .NT FEES -

material, or supply i n which it is incorporated was manu - Time Contractor warrants that  no person or selling agency
factured in the United States and the conmponent is of a class has been emnp hyed or retained to solicit or secure this d im-
or k ind determined by the Government to be not mined, pro- tract upon nit agreement or undcrstmum ’liumg for a cl,nmnhiscion.
duced, or manuf:mcttt m’ed in the United States in sufficient and percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepti mmg tiona tide
reasonably available commercial quantit ies and of a satis- emiitp~ees or bonn t’m(le established coinnuercial or selling
factory quality. agencies maintained by the Contractor for the purpose of

securing business. For breach or violation of thlIx warranty25. EqUAm~ OPPORTUNITY the Government shall have the right to annul this contract(The following clause is applicable unless this contract is w mt lmout liability or in its discretion to deduct from the i-on-
exempt under the rules, regulations, and relevant orders ~ trac t price or consideration , or otherwise recover, the full
the Secreta ry of Labor (4 1 CFR , ch. 60),) amount of such conunission, percentage, brokerage, or

During the performance of this contract , the Contractor contingent fee.
agrtes as fol lows: 27. OFI’ICIALS NOT TO BENEFI T -(a) The Contractor will not discriminate agaimist any em-
phol’ee or app licant for employment because of race, color . No m.’mhcr of or delegate to Congress or resident Conmnuis-
religion, sex, or national origin. The Contractor will take sioner shall be admitted to any share or part of th is contract ,
affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, or to any benefit t hat may c.rise therefrom; but this provision
and that employees are treated during enuployment, wit hout shall not be construed to extend to this contract if made with a
regard to their race, color, religion, sex , or national origin, corporation for its general benefit. -

Such action shall include, but not be limited to, the following : 28. CoNvI~~ LABOR -
Emnoloyment, upgrading. demotion, or transfem’ ; recruitment
or recruitment advertising; layoff or termimmation ; rates of In connection with the performance of work under this con-
pay or other forms of compensation ; and selection for train- tract , the Contractor agrees not to emoloy any person under-
ing, including apprenticeship. The Contractor agrees to post going sentence of imprisonment at hard labor except as pro-
In conspicuous places, available to emp loyees and applicants vided by Public Law 89—176 Seoteml er 10, 1965 ( I X  U.S.C.
for employment, notices to be provided by the Contracting 4082(c) (2)) and Executive brder 11755, December 29, 1973.
Officer setting forth the provisions of this Equal Opportunity 29. U m-I LIZATI0N OF SMALL BUSINESS CoNcutNsclause,

(b) The Contractor will, in all solicitations or advertise- (a) It is the policy of the Government as declared by the

merits for employees placed by or on behalf of the Contractor, Congress that a fair proportion of the purchases and con-
tracts for supplies and services for the Government be placedstate that all qualified anplicants will receive consideration with small business concerns.for employment without regard to race, color, religion , sex, or (b) The Contractor agrees to accomplish the maximumnational origin. amount of subcontracting to small business concerns that

(c) The Contractor will send to each labor union or r’epre- the Contractor finds to be consistent with the e~ ciezm t per-
sentative of workers with which he has a collective bargain- formance of th is contract,ing agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice,
to be provided by the agency Contracting Officer, advising the 30. UTILIZATIoN or MINORITY BU STXF SS ENTEEPRIsES
labor ‘union or workers’ representative of the contractor ’s (a) It is the policy of the Government that minority busi-
commitments under this Equal Opportunity clause, arid shall ness enterprises shall have the maximum practicable opp~r-
post copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to em- tunity to participate in the performance of Government
ployees and applicants for employment, contracts.

(d )  The Contractor will comply with all provisions of Ex- (b) The Contractor agrees to use his best efforts to carry
ecutive Crder No. 11246 of September 24 , 1965. as amnend ed by - out this policy in the award of his subcontraets to the fullest
Executive Order No. 11375 of October 13, 1967. and of the extent consistent with the efficient performance of this c’ou-
rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of tract. As used in this contract , the term “minority business
Labor. enterprise” means a business, at least 50 percent of vi hich is

(e) The Contractor wil l furnish all information and reports owned by minority group members or, in case of publicly-owned
required by Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24 , 1965, businesses, at least 51 percent of the stock of which is owned by
as amended by Executive Order No. 11~175 of October 13, 1967, minority group members, For the purposes ef this definition,
and by the rules, regulations , and orders of the Secretary of minority group members are Negroes, Spanish-speaking
Labor , or pursuant thereto and will permit access to his books, Arn erican persons , American-Or iemiLds, American-Indians ,
records, and accounts by th’e contra cting agency and the Secre- American-Eskimos , and Anierican-Aleuts. Contractors may
tary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain corn- rely on written representations by subcontractors regaiding
pliance with such rules , regulations, and orders. their status as minority business enterprises in lieu of an inde-

(f) In the event of the Contractor ’s noncompliance with pendent investigation.
the Equal Opoortunity clause of this contract or with any of 

~~~~ FEDERAl., STATE, AND LocAl. TAxESthe said rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be
canceled, terminated, or suspended. in whole or in part , and (a) Except as may be otherwise provided in this contract,
the Contractor may be declared ineligible for further Govern- the contract price includes all applicable Federal, St-ate and -

ment contrarts in accordance with procedures authorized in local taxes and duties.
Executive Order No. 112-16 of September 24 1565. as amended (b) Nevertheless, with respect to any Federal excise tax or
by Executive Order No. 11375 of October iS, 1967, and such duty on the transactithms or property covered by this contract,
other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as pro- if a statute , court decision, written ruling, or regulation takes
vided in Exeemitive Order No. 11246 of September 2-1, 1965, as effect after the contract date, and—
amended by Executive Order No. 11375 of October 13, 1967, (1) Results in the Contract-or being required to pay or
or by rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or bear the burden of any such }‘cmlerat excise tax or duty or
as- otherwise provided by f~w. increase in the rate thereof which would not otherwise have

(~ ) The Contractor will incltmde the provisions of pars- been payable on such transactions or property, the contract
graphs (a) through (g) in every subcontract or purchase pm’m ce shall be increased liv the amount of such tax or duty or
order unless exempt ed by rules, regulations, or orders of the rate increase: Pro m m’dcd, That the Contractor if i-eqmmes ted by
Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of Fxccu- the Contractimmg Officer, warrants in writing that no amount
tive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, as amended by for such newl y imposed Federal excise tax or duty or rate
Executive Order ~ o. 11375 of October 13, 1967, ~o that  such increase was included in the contract price as a cimat in gem icy

reserve or otlmermi’ise; or -

provisions will be binding upon each subcontra ctor or vendor. (2) Results in the Contractor not being reqmm ir~-d to pay -The Contractor will take such action wi ll  respect to nay sub- or bear t ime bord en of , or in his obtaimming a refund or dr:mwl ,-ickcontract or purchase order as the contr acting agency may di- of , any such Federal excise tax ot’ dmm t y which n’oul I o~lme rv ise- - rect as’a mneav ms of Cnf or - in , t  such pro~-is ions , mncliulimi g sane— have been payable t’n such transactions em’ property or v.-hi cht ions for nonconm l ’l iance : I’rom’j d,-d. Itnwcv,—r , that in the evemit was the b~m sis of ami ~flCFC8SC ~fl ti me contr act price , the c,m ntm ’~ -t -

the Contractor bec onme~ ineoli’ed in . or is thr entcn- ’d with , price shall t o  tlecre:mse d by the amount of the r elief , r~- umi m md .litigation with a subcontractor or vendor as a re ~u 1~ of Stm& ’) m or drawb ack , or that omn oun t  ~d all b paid to the Crm v , - rnnm ~ut , -dimm -~tiomi by t ile contracting a gt’ne\- , t ime Commtr:ictnr may re— as directed by tlmc ’ Commtra t’ti ng O:liei-r. The contract. ~ri” ’ shall -

quest the Unit ed Stnte~ to enter into such liti ga tion to lirotect - be similarly decreased if the Comm tr: metom ’ , thi -ou~rh his fa ilt  or
the interests of the United States . mmegligen cc or his fa ilure to follow inst i-ucti ens of the Cent i-act-
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r Ing Officer Is required to pay or bear the burden of, or does not Contractor, without further liability, a~~ees, except as other-
btain a rtfund or drawback of any such Federal excise tax wise provided in this contract , to fimrnii~h evidence apliruprmateo • to establish exeniption from any tax which the Contractor war-or duty. 

~, b h - - ii b rants in writing was excluded from thr contract price, in addm-(c) No adjustment pursuant to ~maragrap a Inc ~~m t iorm, the Contracting Otumcer may furnish C’id’-m mce to estahi lishmade under this contract unless the aggreg.~te amount creo exemption from any tax that may, pursuant to this Clause , giveIs or may reasonably be expected to be over 100.00. rise to either an mncrpase or decrease in t It~ contract price.(d) As used in paragraph b above, the ~ern~ ‘contract ~ate :xcept as othersvise provided in this contrac t, ev idencm-’ appro-means the date set for the bid opening, or mf this isa negotiated priate to establish exemption from duties will be furnishedcommt r.~ct, the date of this contract. As to additmonal supplies or only at the discretion of the Contracting Officer.set-s-ices procured by modification to this contract, the term (t) The Contractor shall promptly notify the Contracting“contract date” means the date of such modification. 
, Officer of matters which will result in either an irmcrcase or(e) Unless there does not exist any reasonable basms to dc-crease in the contract price , and shall take action with respectsustain an exemption, the Government, upon request of the thereto as directed by the Contracting Officer.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
(Supply Contract) -

1. Drn~ciTi o~ s without limitation raw materials , components, intermediate

A~ used throughout this contract , the following terms shall assc’nil,lies, and end p roducts) shall be subjec t to inspection an d
have the meaning set forth below: test by the Government , to the extent practicable at all times and

(a) The term “head of the agency ” or “Secretary ” as used places including time period of nianufacture , and in any even t prio r
herein means the Secretary, the Under Secretary, any to acceptance.
Assistant Secreta ry, or aimy other head or assistant head (b) In case any supp lies or lots of supplies are defective in
of the executive or military department or other Federal material or worknianship or otherwise not in confo rmity with the
agency; and the term ‘ his duly a u thori zed represen ta tive” requirements of this contract , the Governimment shall have tlic
means any person or persons or board (other than the right e~t 1mer to reject them (with or withou t instructions as to
Contracting Officer) authorized to act for the head of the their disposition) or to require their correctio rm. Supplies or lots
agency or the Secretary . of supplies which have been rejected or required to be corrected

(B) The term “Contracting Officer” means the person executing shalt be removed or, if permitted or required by the Contracting
this contract on behalf of the Government , and any other Officer, corrected in place by and at the expense of the Contractor
officer or civil ian employee who is a properly designated promptly af te r notice, and shall not t herea f ter be tendered for
Contracting Officer; and the term includes , except as other- acceptance unless the former reject io n or requi remen t of correc-
wise provided in this contract , the authorized representa- tion is disclosed . If the Contractor fails promptly to remove such
tive of a Contracting Officer acting within the limits of his supplies or lots of supplies which are required to be removed , or
authority, promptly to replace or correct such supplies or lots of supplies,

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this contract , the term the Government either (i) may by contract or otherwise replace
“subcontracts” includes purchase orders under this or correct such supplies and charge to the Contractor th e cost
contract, occasioned the Government therei~ , or (ii) may terminate th i- ’

contract for default as provided is’ time clause of this contract
2. CITANCES entitled “Default.” Unless the Contractor corrects or replace~The Contracting Officer may at any time, by a written order, such supplies within the delivery schedule, the Contracting Officer
and without notice to the sureties , make changes, within the gen- may require the delivery of such supplies at a reduction in pric e
era l scope of this contract , in any one or more of the following: which is equitable under the circumstances. Failure to agree ti
(i) Drawings, designs, or specifications, where the supplies to b~ such reduction of price shall be a dispute concerning a question
furnished are to be specially manufactured for the Government of fact within the meaning of the clause of this contrzct entit le:~in accordance therewith; (i i) method of sliipmant or packing; “Disputes.”
and (iii) place of dalivery. If any such cha nge causes an in crease (c) If any inspection or test is made by the Government on thc
or decrease in the cost of , or the t ime required for, the perforn’m- premises of the Contractor or a subcontractor, the Contracto:
ance of any part of the work under this contract , whether changed without additional charge shall provide alt reasonable fac i i i t i e~or not changed by any such order , an equitable adjustment shall and assistance for the safety and convenience of the C;overnmmmen~be made in thd contract price or delivery schedule, or both , and inspectors in the performance of their duties. If Government
the contract shall be modified in writing accordingly. Any claim by inspection or test is made at a point other than the premices ot
the Contracter for adjustment under this clause must be asserted the Contractor or a subcontractor, it shall b~ at the expense o~within 30 days from the date of receipt b~’ the Contractor of the the Governmen t except as otherwise provided in this contract -
notification of change : Provided , however , That the Contracting Pro ridcd, That in case of rejection the Government shall m int h
O~~cer, if he decides that the facts justif y such action, m a y  re- liable for any reduction in value of samples used in conr.ectior
ceive and act upon any such claim asserted at any time prior to with such inspection or test. All inspections and tests by th
final payment under this contract. Where the cost of property Government shall be performed in such a ma miner as not to tiniiul ~made obsolete or excess as a result of a change is included in time delay the work. The Government resers-c’s the ri ght to charge t~Cortractor ’s claim for adj u stment , the Contracting Officer shall the Contractor eny additional cost of Government inspection an
have the ‘right to prescribe the manner of disposit ion of such test when supplies are not ready at the time such inspection am
property. Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute test is requertecl by the Contractor or when reinspection or retc-~caacerning a question of fact within the meaning of the clause of is recessitatecl by prior s-ej ection. Acceptance or rej ection of tht
this contract entitkd “Disputes.” However , nothing in this clause supplies shalt be made as pr omptl y as practicable after d~’U ve ry
shall excuse the Contractor from proceeding w ith the contract as except as otherwise provided in this contm -act; but failure tc
changed. 

- 

- 

inspect anti accep t or reject supplies s !mall neither relieve th
3. Exr::~.s 

Contractor from rcsponsibility for such supp lies as are not ii
accordance with the contract requirements nor impose liabili t ~Except as otherwise provided in this contract , no payment for on the Government there for. 

-extras shall be made unless such extras and the price t lmerefor
have been authorized in writing by the Contracting Officer. (d) The inspection and test by the Government of any su~ pU~

or lots thereof does not relieve the Contractor from a mmy responsi
4. VATuATION IN QUANTITY bility regarding detects or other fnilnre- ~ to meet t l~ coi .trac

No variation in the quantity of any item called fom’ by this ~~~~~~- 
requirements ~v1mi cim may be diccos-ered prior to acceptance

tract wil l he accepted unless such variation has been causcd by Except as othei vise provided in this contt act , a~cf’ jmtaflCc slm~~
condit i on-s of loading, sliipphig, or packing, or allowances in be conclusive except as re zar’is latent defi-et ~, f r aut i , or s u e t
ra:mu(acttmrimig processes, amid th,,n only to the extent, if any, gross mistalses as amount to fraud.
specified elsewhere in t i m is contract. fe) Time Contractor sh:ill -r~vide and n’:imntain an

systs’m acceptable to t i t ’ Government covering the rl:~~ l~ -
- 5, INSVT(-nOx  hereunder. ih’eords of all inspectim’n work by t h e  Co a t ’ t .~ 

- -

(a) All supplies (which term throughout th is clause includes shall b.’ kept comm:plete amid avail:mble to the Covernu iemit slurP-
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the performance of this contract and for Buch longer period as surety fails to furnish reports a~ to his financial condition from
may be specified elsewhere in this conLrac~ time to time as requested by the Government , time Contracto r shall

promptly furnish such additional securit)- as may be required
6. RrSFONSXBLUTY FOR SUPPLIES from time to time to protect the interests of the Government and

Except as otherwise provided in this contract, (1) the Con- of persons supplying labor or materials mim the prosecution of the
traitor shall be responsible for the supplies covered by this work contemplated by this contract.
contract until they are delivered at the designated delivery point ,
regardle’m of the point of inspection; (i i)  after delivery to the 1O EXAMINATION OF RECORDS BY CoM~~nouxR CF .NERAL
Government at the designated point and prior to acceptance by (a) This clause is applicable if the amount of th is contract
the Government or rej ection and giving notice thereof by tine exceeds $10,000 and was entered into by means of nr’g~tiation,
Coverrimn.ent , the Government shall be responsible for the loss or including small business restricted advertising, but i~ m,t appli-
destruction of or damage to the supplies only if such loss, cable if this contract was entered into by means of formal
destruction, or damage results from the negligence of officers, advertising.
agemmts, or employees of the Government acting within the scoPe (b) The Contractor agrees that the Comptroller General of t he
of their employment; and (i ii) the Contractor shall bear all risks Unitcd States or any of his duly authorized represen tat ives shall,
as to rejected supplies after notice of rejection , except that the until the expiration of 3 years after final payment under thi s
Govenmr .nent shall be responsible for the loss, or destruction of , or contract or such lesser time specified in either Appendix M of the
damage to the supplies only if such loss, destruction or damage Armed Services Procurement Regulation or thó Federal Procure-
results from the gross negligence of officers, agents, or employees ment Regulations Part 1—20, as appropriate, have access to and
of tine Government acting within the scope of their employment, the right to examnine any directly pert inent books, ~!-.- -amments ,
7. P~Y~~~~TS 

papers, and records of the Contractor involving transactions re-
lated to this contract.

The Contractor shall be paid , upon the submission of proper
in~oices or vouchers, the prices stipulated herein for supplies (c) The Contractor further agrees to include in alt hi~ sub-
delivered and accepted or services rendered and accepted, less contracts hereunder a provision to the effect that time subcontrac-
deductions, if any, as herein provided. Unless otherwise specified, tor agrees that the Comnptroller General of the United States or
payment will be made on partial deliveries accepted by the Gov- any of his duly authorized repre sentatives shall, unti! the expira-
ernmeat when the amount due on such deliveries so warrants; tion of 3 years after final payment under the subcontract or such

lesser time specified in either Appendix hi of time Armed Services
or, when requested by the Contractor, payment for accepted par- Procurement Regulation or the Federal Procuremnent P.egulati’w.:tial deliveries shall be made whenever such payment would equal Part 1—20, as app ropri ate , have access to and tine right to examineor exceed either $1,000 or 50 percent of the total amount of this
contract. 

any directly pertinent hooks, documents, papers, and records of
such subcontractor, involving transactions related to the sui-

8, ASSICNMEN’J’ or Ct.~i~as contract. The term “subcontract” as used in tlmis clause cxclude.s
(a) Pursuant to the provislons of the Assignment of Claims (1) purchase orders not exceeding $10,000 and (2) subcontract:-

Act of 1)40, as amended (31 U.S.C. 203, 41 U.S.C. 15), if this or purchas e orders for public ut il ity services at rates establish ed
contract provides for pay-n-tents aggregating $1,000 or more, for uniform applicability to the general public.
cincuns for immoncys due or to become due the Contractor from the - (d) The periods of access and examination described in (B)
Government under this contract may be assigned to a bank , trust and (c), above, for records which relate to (1) appeal s minder
company, or other financing institution , including any Federal the “Disputes” clause of th is contract , (2) liti gation or th-
lending r .gency, and may thereafter be further assigned and settlement of claims arising out of the performance of this con-
reassigned to army such institution. I~ny such assignment or re- traci, or (3) costs and expenses of this contract as to which cx-
assignment shall cover all amounts payable under this contract ception has been taken by the Comptroller General or any of hi:
and not CIL-eady paid, and shall not be made to more than one duly authorized representatives , shall continue until such snppe air ,
party, except that any such assignment or reassignment may be litigation , claims, or exceptions have been disposed of.
made to one party as agent or trustee for two or more parties 11 DEFAULT
participating in such financing. Unless otherwise provided in
this contract, payments to an assignee of any moneys due or to (a) The Government may, subject to the provisions of para-
become due under this contract shall not, to time extent provided graph (c) below, by wr itten notice of default to the Conitractor ,

in said Act, as amended, i~? subject to reduct ion or seteff. (Time terminate the whole or any part of this contract in any one of
precedIng sentence applies only if this contract is made in time of the following circumstances :

~~r or national emergency as defir.ed in said Act and Is with time (i) If the Contractor -fails to make delivery of the ~upimlie.s o:-
Department of Defen~~, the General Services Administration , t ime to perform the services within the time specified herein or a ry
Energy Rere~ r’h and Development Adminkiration, the National extens~on thereof; or
Aeronautic.s and Space Administration , the Federal Aviation (ii) If the Coal ractor fails to perform any of the other pro-
Adm inis t r:t t i nn , or any other department on’ agency of the United vistons of this contract , or so fails to make progren-s as to
Sta tes dc~ignatc-i by the President pursuant to Clause 4 of t h e  endanger pei’formzu n-e of this contract in aeeordammcir v - i t !  it:-
proviso of sertion l of the Assignment of Cln~ms Act of 1940, as ternms, and in either o~ these two circunmstnuces de-~s i:~~ co~~.

arnen led by the Act of May 15, 1951, 65 Stat. • 1 )  such failure within a period of 10 days (or such ion~:er pe’ - is~
(b) In no event shall eopie.l of this contract or of any plans, as the Contracting Officer may authorize in wri in~ ) aft ”’

specifications, or other similar docunments relating to work under receipt of notice from time Contracting Officer specif ~-i iutr sech
this contract , if niarked “Top Secret ,” “Secre t ,” or “C omm fm c leim t ial ,” failure.
be ftmrnishc”l to any assignee of any claim arising unthr this (b) In thm~ event the Government terminates this contrn”t i:

contract or to any other ~erson not entit led to receive the same. whole or in part as provided in paragraph (n )  of thh. ci a’:~- ”, thu
llowcvi’r, a copy of any part or all of this contract so marked may Govs riinment may procure, upon such tem me aim I in ich :.ta nmt -: -
Fe furn lit-il, or any infornuntion contr~io”d th erein may Lie di~;- 

as the Contract immj ~ Oi~’.:-ei- may deem ni pyol.riat,’, .s,ui ,’tie - n 01

closed, to r-u’- hm as~ignec Impon the prior wr itten authorization of servie*’s simmiihmr to those so tennbmnte ,i, nmn, l t h e  Contra’ ter “h::it
the Contracting Officer. be liable to time Covermm mr’rt fom- any exe,’s r c’ - t s  for ~nch :-h’iilai-

~upjmhi.’c or sen—v ices : !‘ r , t u- i ! i - l , ‘l luat the Contractor rim- ill r~nt
9. Amuniin ) -~~r, lIOND SECi 1i~ITY the performance of thi s contract to the c’xtont mit termnir.at ‘d

~
““Y surety upon an~ hoed furnished in cc’rneetion with tbi~ under ti:i’ provisions ~r th~s t’latmse.

contract l’ -ccmcs unaccs-ptal’ie to tii~ Govu-m-mnme nt or if any such Cc) Except ~-1th respect to defaults of suh cent r.nct ~ rs, tin,-
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. ~onnactor shall not be liable for any excess costs if the failure to lag Officer, who shall reduce his decision to writing and mail or
per-form the contract ar ises out of causes beyond the control and otlmerwiso furnish a copy thereof to the Contractor. The (kcis molt
without the fault or negligence of the Contractor. Such cau:;es of the Contracting Officer’ shall be final anti conclusive urlc-;s ,
n-nay include, but are not restricted to, acts of God or of the public within 30 days fronm the date of receipt of such copy, the Con-
er.emy, acts of the Governmnent in either itS sovereign or con- tractor m ails or otherwise furnishes to the Contracting Officer
tractual capacity, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, a written appeal addressed to the Secretary. The tlpcision of the
strikes, freight embargoes, and unusually severe weather; but Secretary or his duly authorized representative for the ck-tcr,mmi-
in every case the failure to perform must be beyond the control nation of such appeals shall be final amid conclusive unless tie-
and without time fault or negligence of the Contractor. if the ter-mined by. a court of competent jur isdiction to have been
failure to perform is caused by the default of a subcontractor, fraudulent, or capricious, or arbitrary, or so grossly erro:m -tius
ar .~ if  such default arises out of causes beyond the control of both as necessaril y to imply bad faith, or not supported by substantial
the Contractor anti subcontracto r, and witimout the fault or evidence. In connection with any appeal pr oc.—e dimmg under this
Imegligence of either of them , tin e Contractor shall not be liable clause, the Contractor shall be afforded an opportunity to be
for any excess costs for failure to perform , unless tIme supp lies heard and to otter evidence in support of its appeal. I’cniding
or services to be furnished by the subcontractor were obtainable final decision of a dispute hmcreunden- , the Contractor shall proceed
from other sources in sufficient time to permit the Contractor to diligently with time perform ance of the contract and in accordance
n’.eet the required delivery schedule. with the Contracting Officer’s decision.

Cd) If this contract is terminated as provided in paragraph (b) This “Disputes” clause does not preclude consideration of
(a) of this clause, the Government, in addition to any other rights law questions in connection with decisions provided for in liar-a’
provided in this clause , may require the Contractor to transfer graph (a) above : Provided , That nothing in this contract shall be
titie and deliver to the Goverrninent, in the manner and to the construed as making final the decision of any administrative
extent directed by time Contracting Officer, (i) any completed official, representative, or board on a question of law.
supplies, and (ii) such partially completed supplies and materials, -

parts, tools, dies, j igs, fixtures, plans, drawings, information, 13 NOTICE AND ASSISTANCE REGARDING PA’VUNT AND

and contract rights (hereinafter called “manufacturing ma- - 
COFYftIGHT INFIUNGEMu N T

terials”) as the Contractor has specifically produced or spe- The provisions of this clause shall be applicable only if the
c!ficaily acquired for the performance of such part of this contract amount of t!nis contract exceeds $10,000.
as has been terminated; and the Contractor shall, upon direction (a) The Contractor shall report to the Contracting Officer,
of the Contracting Officer , protect and preserve property in promptly and in reasonable u-ritten deta il, e nçhm notice or claim
pessession of tine Contractor in which the Government has an of patent or copyright infringement based on time performance of 

-
interest. Payment for completed supplies delivered to and ae- this contract of which the Contractor has knowledge.
ceoted by the Government shall be at the contract price. Payment (b) In the event of any claim or suit. sgaiinst the Government
for manufacturing materials delivered to and accepted by the on account of any alleged Patent or copym- eht infringemne-nt
Government and for the protection and preservation of property arising out of the perfozmane-’ of this contract or out of th~ use
shall be in an amount agreed ~npon by the Contractor and Con- of any supplies furnished or work or services performed here-
tracting Officer; failure to agree to such amount shall be a dispute under, the Contractor shall furnish to time Government, whet
concerning a question of fact within the meaning of the clause of requested by the Contracting Officer, all eriden”e and information
ths contract entitled “Disputes .” The Government may withhold in possession of time Contm-actor pertaining to such suit or claim
from amounts otherwise duo the Contractor for such completed Such evidence and information shall be furnished at the expesiN
supplies or manufacturing materials such sum as the Contracting of the Government except where the Contractor has agreed tc-
O~ cer determInes to be necessary to protect the Government indemnify the Government.
against loss because of outstanding liens or claims of former lien
holders. - 14. Buy AMEEI CAN Acr

Ce) If, after notice of termination of this contract under the (a) In acquiring end products, the Buy American Act (41 IJ.S.

provisions of this clause, it is determined for any reason that the Code 10 a—d) provides that- the Government give preference tn
Contractor’ was not in default under the provisions of this clause, domestic source end products. For the purpose of this clause:
or that the default wins excusable under the provisions of this (i) “Components” means those articles, materials, and snip-
CI3USC, the rights and obligations of the parties shall, if the con- plies, which are directly incorporated ~im the end products ;
tract contains a clause providing for termination for convenience (ii) “End products” means those articles, materials , and
of the Government, be the same as if the notice of termination supplies, which are to be acquired under this contract for i~uhl ic
had been Issued J)ursuant to such clause. If, after notice of termi- use; and
nation of this contract under the provisions of this clause, it is (iii) A “domestic source end product” means (A) an ne-
determined for any reason that the Contractor was not in default manufactured end product which has been mined or I)roIinlce~under the provisions of this clause, and if this contract dot’s not in the United Stales and (B) an end product nmarnufa’- ’ured ic
contain a clause ~roviding for termination for convenience of the the United States if the cost of the components therts . ~vhicl:
Government, the contract shall be equitably adjusted to compcn- are mined, produced, or manufactured in the United Suites cx-
sate for such termination amid tIne contract modified accordingly ; ceeds 50 percent of the cost of nil i ts  components. I’er tli
failure to agree to any such adjustment shall be a dispute eon- purpc-sc- S of this (a) (iii) (11) , compommen ts of foreign origin ot
ecraing a question of fact within the meaning of the clause of title the same type or kind as the products refcrr~-d to in (it) (ii) or
contract entitled “Disputes.” (iii) of this clinuaci shall be treated as components m m c i i , 

~~(f) The rights and remedies of the Government provided in th is duced, or manufactured in time United States .
chiuse shall not be exc lusive and are in ~ilJition t~ any other (h) The Contractor agrees that there will b5’ dehivcretl uncle;- -

right.e and remedies provided by law or under thhn contract. this contract only domestic source end products, except t l .,t

(g) As used in paragraph (c) of this clau-;e, time terms “sub- prodmmc-Lc :
centractor” and “subcontractors” mean subcontractor(s) at (i) ~Vhieh are for us.’ outside the United States;
any tier. - (ii) Which the C,overnmt’nt dc(ernminm-:m are not iiiin”-.i, pro

- 

- duced , or manufactured itt t ime Umnitemi Stat es in s:nflh’i-ut a,
L. Dmsm ’tr irs reasonably available comnmercial quant it ies’ntmmt t of a satis cart

(nJ Fxcc~’t as otlnerwi .;e provid~4 in this cotmtrnet , any dispute quality;
-

concerning a question of fact arising ummclt-r this contract which (iii) As to which timi’ Se.-reta ry m in im- i  tam es the ,inmmnc’ .ti
is rot disj.osed of by agreemuc-imt shall be decided by the Contract- prefe rence to he inconsist- -at w ith the 1’uiil::- ivmnr re.et; tsr
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(iv) As to which the Secretary determine, the cost to the interpretations of the Secretary of Labor which are now or ma~Government to be unreasonable, hereafter be in effect.
(Time foregoing requirements am administered in accordance

with Executive Order No. 10582, dated December 17, 1954.) 18. EQUM.. OPJ’ORTVNITY -

(The following clause is applicable unlesn~ this contract is cx-iS. CONVICT LABOR enmpt under the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the
In connection with the performance of work under this contract, Secretary of Labor (41 CFII , ch. 60).)

the Contractor agrees not to employ any person undergoing rca- During the performance of this contract, the Contractor agreer
tence of impri ~nnient at hard labor except as provided by Public as follows:
Law 89-176, September 10 , 1965 (18 U.S.C. 4082(c) (2) ) and (a) The Contractor will not discriminate against any employee
Execativc Order 11755, December 29, 1973. or applicant for employment because of race, color , religion, sex .

or national origin. The Contractor will tai:e affirmative action ts -16. C0NmAcT Wosx hiousts AND SnSETY STANDARDS Ac’r— ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees ar.Ovra’ri~tra Co~!rExsATmor ~ treated during e m p loyment, without regard to their race, co!oz-,This contract , to the extent that it is of a character spccil!ed reli gio n, sex, or national origin. Such action shall include , but riotin the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U’S.C, be limited to, the following: Employment , upgrading, derimot ion ,327—333), is subject to the following provisions and to alt other or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layofF c’~applicable provisions and excep tions of such Act and the regnia- termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; an~t ions of the Secretary of Labor thereunder, selection for tra ining, including apprenticeship. The Contracto~(a) Overtime requirements. No Contractor or subcontractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees antcontractiacr for any part of the contract work ‘-‘hicli may require applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the Corn-or involve the employment of laborers, mechanics, apprentices, tracting Officer setting forth the provisions of this Equal Oppor-trainees, watchunen, and guards shall require or permit any tunity clause.
laborer, mechanic, apprentice, trainee, watchman, or guard in (b) The Contractor v.-ihl, in all solicitations or advertisementany workweek in which he is employed on such work to work in. for employees placed by or on behalf of the Contractor, stat-’excess of eight hours in any calendar day or in excess of forty that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for cnnhours in such workweek on work subject to the provisions of the ploynnent without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or natione -

Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act unless such origin.
laborer, mechanic, apprentice, trainee, watchman, or guard ~~ (c) The Contractor will send to each labor union or representaceives compensation at a rate not less than one and one-half times tive of workers with. which he has a collective bargaining agree-his binsic rate of pay for all ~ueh hours worked in excess of eight ment or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be provi:tc-hours in any cale’ndar day or in excess of forty hours in such by the agency Contracting Officer, advising the labor union eworkweek, whichever is the greater number of overtime hours, workers’ representative of the Contractor’s comnn~t-n,ents nn~(b) Violation; liability for unpaid wages; liquidated damages. this Equal Opportunity clause, and shall post copies of the r.ctir
In the event of any violation of the provisior.s of paragraph (a), in conspicuous places available to employees and applicants fn.’the Contractor and any subcontractor responsible therefor shall employment. -

be liable to any affected employee for his unpaid wages. In addi- , (d) The Contractor will comply with all provisions of Excca
tion, such Contractor and subcontractor shall be liable to the tive Order No. 112t6 of September 24, 1965 , as anier.ded b
United States for liquidated damages. Such liquidated damages Executive Order No. 11375 of October 13, 1967 , and of the m ien-
shall be computed with re3pcct to each individual laborer, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.
mechanic, apprentice, trainee, watchman, or guard employed in (e) The Contractor v.111 furnish all information and repor
violation of the provisions of paragraph (a) in the sum of $10 required by Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 19’S
for each ‘-r’iendnr day on which such employee was required or as amended by Executive Order No. 11376 of October 13, inC .
permitted to be employed on such work in excess of eight hours and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary
or lit -oxe~~s of his standard workweek of forty hours without pay- Labor, or pursuant thereto, and wilt perndt access to l~ .; bo;~:
mont of ti-me overtime wages required by paragraph (a) - records, and accounts by the contracting agency and the Seeret~ ’

(c) Withholding for unpaid wages and liquidated damages. The of lAbor for pu rposes of investi~ttion to ascertain connp lia:.t
Contracting Offleer may v. ithhold from the Government Prime with such rules, regulations, and orders.
contractor, from any moneys payable on account of work per- (f) Iii the event of the Contractor’s noaconaphance with U -
formrd by the Contractor or subcontractor, such sums as may Equal Opportunity clause of this conts-act cr with army of t~administratively be determined to be necessary to satisf y any said rules, regulations, or orders , this contract may be cancelc-c
liinbilnti~~ of such contractor or subcontractor for unpaid wages terminated. cr suspended, in whet~ or in part, and the Contrnet~iand liqm~idsted damages as provided in the provisions of para- may be declared ir.eiigible for further Goven-nrcent contracts i
graph (b). accordance with procedures authoriaed in E’eeutiv e Order N-

(ci) Subcorntraeks. Ths Contractor shall insert paragraphs (a) 112-16 of September 2-i, 1OC.5, as amended by Executive Order N’.
through (ci) of this ci-ause in all subcontrncts, and shalt require 11375 of Octolmer 13, 1967 , and s~eh other sanct ion- m s naty be in
their inclusion in nh suhec.ntracts of any tier. posed and remedk’s invoked as rroe i, ted in Ex~~ ut i v’ O -!,-r N.

(e) Th’-ardz. The Contractor shall maintain payroll records 11246 of September 2-t , 1965, as mnmended by Ext’coti~e Order N
containing the infornv~tion specified in 29 CP1~ ~iC.2(a). Such 11tt75 of October 13, U”T , c’” t.y ruk’. r, ,ilation, or order of
recorm s ninall he preaerved for three years front the completion Sccretary of l abor , or as (.thc. r-VNO provided by law.
of the contract. (g) The Contractor in -ill include the proviciora of par.igrc~’l(a) through (cc ) in every s’nhcontract or purch.. -s~ order tel . -

17. WA!.su-1ItMJ Y rvstic CONTflAcTS AcT cxempted by i-tn h~~ , ret ulat ionms , or orders of the Sem s-etary e
If thi s contract is for the nmar,uf :ncture or furnishing of Labor issued l ’mnr sn:ant to sectian 20 1 of 1-~xecutivc Ord”r N-

materials , supp iks, r.rtic ls -s , or equipnment in an amount wh ich 112-IC of 3ept.’m!’er 2 t , I ) 15 , ~~ ann ~rmd -ml by I- s,~ utive Otder N-
exceeds or tinny exceed ~tO,0O() and is ot l. erwise subjec t to the 11Z76 of Octo!j - ’r t.l , 1967. so t i-mat match 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
u-ill ic  bimnd-

\Vnl sh-hly aley Public Ccnitr:ncts Act , as timnen ded (41 U.S. Code upon -aeh schc~ n tr n u-tc ’r or vemidor The C. mtr ;n c tor will talc ,- Sn: ,
35—- iS), t im a ,: are hen-el,~- imtcerp oratc.d by reference nil represcin- imction w ith rei’.--ct t n amy  sum -- ntrsc-t or yurel:nm -~’ cud ‘r nis
ta t ummns rind sUpulr i t ions  requin-ed liv said Act and reguhitiena contracting agency n’av direc t as it mcan.i of m-n fom-cin’ -~ in n.
issn :t -d tim e r- -umtd”r l,v t ine Secretary of h.abo r, such reprece ntit— provi-;kns, int-lutling saiieti..a:; for mmm ,n nm i’lia,ne~’: t’rom- i-’.-
tiorti n , md ~ ipnmiati.um be ing subj ect to all ~ppIicable ruli:mga and ~mc ’ ;e-nvr , That in the event. tim e Contr .tctni- beeenmes iimvei ;-ed
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or is thrcittened with, litigation with a subcontractor or vendor small businem concerns; (2) other certified—eligible concerns with
as a result of sueit direction by the contracting agency, the Con- a first preference ; (3) certified-eligible concerns with a second
tractor may request the United States to enter in to such hiti~ati-on preference which are also nnzn:ill business com mcerris ; (4) other
to protect time interests of the United Stat.cs-, certified-eligible concerns - with a second preference ; (5) per~

sistent or substantial labor surplus area concerns which arc also
i~. Omcz*Ls Nor To BENCt’zT sma l l busima-::s concerns; (6) other persistent or substantial labor -

No member of or delegate to Congress, or resident Commis- surplun u rea concerns; and (7) small business concerns which
sioner, shall he admitted to any share or part of this contract, or arc not labor surplus area concerns.
to any benefit that may arise therefrom ; but thus provision shall -

riot be construed to extend to this contract if made with a corpo- 2& UrIr..r zAnoN OF MINOr.rrY BUS’NF.Sa ENTEaPInI SES

ration for its general benefit-. (it) It is the policy of the Covernment that minority businea
enterprises shall have the mnx mumn practicable oppc.r’tunity to

20. CoVENANT ACAINST CONTINGENT }EES participate in the performance of Government contracts.
The Contractor warrants that r.o person or sc-lu ng agency has (b) The Contractor agrees to use his best efforts to carry out

been employed or retained to solicit or secure this contract upon this policy in the award of his subcontracts to the fullest extent
an agreement or understanding for a com m ission, percentage, consistent with the eflicient performance of this contract. As
brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide employees or used in this contract, the term “minority business enterprise”
bc-na fide established commercial or selling agencies iniaintamned means a business, at least 50 percent of which is ot ricd by
by the Contractor for the purpose of securing business. For minority group membt~rs or, in case of publicly-owned businesses,
breach or violation of this warranty the Goverr..xnent shall h ave at least 51 percent of the ~toek of which is owned by umminority
the right to ann ul this contract without liabilnty or in i~s dmscre— group members. For the purposes of this definition, mcin~rity
tion to deduct from the contract price or constueration, or otner- group members are Negroes, Spanish-speaking American persons,
wise recover, the fuli amount of such conumasion, percentage, Ainerican-Orientals, American-Indians, Amer-ican-Eskimnes, and
brokerage, or contingent fee. Ameri can Aleuts. Contractors may rely on written reprte emita-
21. UTILIZATION OF S~.aau. Busxr~-sss CONCE!1NS - tions by subcontractors regarding their status as minority busi-

- ness enterprises in lieu of an indenendent investigation.(a) It Is the policy of the Government as declared by the Con-
gress that a fair proportion of the purchases and contracts for 24. Ptuctwa or ADJUSTMENTS

• supplies and sen-rices for the Government be placed With ~~~~~~~~~ When costs are a factor in any determination of a contract
business concerns, price adjustment pursuant to the Changes clause or any other

(b) The Contractor agrees to accomplish time niaxitnum amount provisio-i of this contract, such costs shall be in accordance with,
of subcontracting to small business concerns that the Contractor the contract cost principles and procedures in Part 1—15 of thc
finds to be consistent with the efficient performance of this Federal Procurement i~eguhations (41 CFII 1—15) o~ Section XV
contract. of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation, as applicatir ,
22. UTIUZA’rIoN or L~tuoa Suapws ARnA CONCuRNS which are in effect on the date of this contract.

• - (a) It is the policy of the Government to award contracts to 25. PAYMENT CF INTE iF.S? O~ CONTRACTORS’ CLAIMS
labor surplus area concerns that (1) have been certified by the (a) If an appeal is fded by the Ccntraetor from a final decisios

- - Secretary of Labor (hoi-eafter referred to its certified-eligible of the Contracting O~icer un der the Disputes claure of this ceri-
concerns with first or second preferences) regarding the employ- tract, deny-jug a claim arising under the contract, simple ir:teres;

- - ment of a proportionate number of disadvantaged individuals and on the amount of the claim finally determined owed by the C-;. err -
have agreed to perform substantially (i) in or near sections of mont sl;all be payable to the Contractor. Such interest shall be

• concentrated uneni~’1oyment or underemployment or in persistent the rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury pursua~;t Lor substantial labor SUrpluS areas or (ii) in other areas of the Public 1.aw 92—41, 85 Stat. 97, from the date the Contractor Lu;
United States, respectiveiy, or (2) are noncertifled concerns nishes to the Contracting O9ieer his written appeal uad- -’r tin
which have agreed to pee-form substantially in persistent or sub- Disputes clause of this commtract , to the dat.’ of (1) a final j:a’~ 

-

stantial labor surplus areas, where this can be don-ne consistent meat by a court of competenit jur isdiction, or (2) b ailing to ti
with the efficient performance of the contract and at prices no Contractor of a supplem ental agreement for executiun either c on
higher than are obtainable elsewhere. The Contractor agrees to firming completed r.e~-ct iatior.s between the parties or carryiri;
use his host efforts to place his subeontmacts in accordance with out a decision of a beard of contract appeals.
this policy. (b) Notwitlistan-inling (a), above, (I) interest shall be applk-

(b) In complying with paragraph (a) of this clause and with only from the date payment was due, if such date is la~ -r (be-
paragrapim (b) of the claimse of this contract ~ntitlcd “Utilization the filing of appeal, and (2) interest sliull not he paid for 8r.~of Small Ilusiness Concerns” the Contractor in placing his sub- period of time that the Contracting Officer deteri-ninnes the Con-
cor,tracts shall observe the following ok-dee- of preference: (1) tractor has unduly dn-lnnycd in pursuing his remedies before -

Certified-eligible concerns with a first preference which are also board of contract appeals or a court of conipetent j nrlsdiction.
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